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STATEMENT gent proletariat consisting of farm 
laborers, share-croppers, and even 
tenants. Once upon a time the farm 

Y THE PRESIDENT laborer, as he stood on the low
est rung of the agricultural ladder, 
looked up with a hope of becom-

N annual presidential address 
should restate objectives, 

the achievements of the 
and offer suggestions for the 

The National Catholic Rural 
Conference is striving to 

to rural living the dignity 
respect which belongs to it, 
to promote the economic, 

educational. cultural. and 
well-being of rural 

groups. A spiritual motive gave 
rise to the Conference and through 
the years its activities have been 
dominated by spiritual motives. Its 
program, however, is not confined 
to things strictly spiritual. In this 
life the spiritual and the material 

3 are so intertwined that there can 
be drawn no sharp line of demar
cation between the two spheres. 

5 The Church's mission is spiritual 
and yet her contribution to the 
temporal welfare of human society 

6 is so great as to justify her exist
ence £'or man's physical well-being 
alone. Man's physical well-being 
and his temporal happiness is fur
thered by religion, and on the 
other hand man's spiritual welfare 

2 and the full development of his 
personality is frequently hampered 
by an insufficiency of material 
things. The Church recognizes 
that the hovel and the slum are 
not the place to nurture either vir
tue or culture. The close relation
ship between man's material and 
spiritual well~being is reiterated 
again and again in the social encyc
licals. In these memorable docu
ments, which set forth the magis
terial teachings of the Church, 

. Most Rev. Vincent J. Ryan, D.D., 
BIshop. of Bismarck, N. D. President, 
National Catholic Rural Life Conference. 
t?nual Message to the Catholic Rural 

Ife Convention in St. Cloud, Minn. 

ing a tenant and eventually, an 
owner. In recent years the traffic 

those in charge of man's spiritual on the agricultural ladder has been 
welfare are reminded again and reversed and the movement has 
again that they must labor also been down the ladder from owner 
to promote his physical well-being, to tenancy, and ultimately to the 
in order that he might attain to status of proletarian labor. A 
the full development of his per- blight has fallen upon the land 
sonality and reach the goal for which tends to destroy everything 
which he was created. that is beautiful to behold. At its 

worst this blight is symbolized 
The National Catholic Rural by the dispossessed farmer who is 

Life Conference celebrates this year now a tenant, dilapidated farm 
its eighteenth birthday. The Most buildings, the hovels of the farm 
Rev. Edwin V. O'Hara, then laborer and share-cropper, the 
Father O'Hara, is rightfully called mighty horde of dispossessed farm 
its founder. The Conference was families moving across the western 
organized to serve the spiritually sections of the Nation in search 
neglected rural sections of the of work, and the rural proletariat 
Nation where scattered Catholics gathering in the towns and cities 
lacked the opportunity to know of the Nation. 
and to practice their religion. Reli-
gious vacation schools and cor- Many factors contributed to cre-
respondence courses in religion ate the conditions under which 
were among its earliest activities. many farming groups find them-
For a number of years the Confer- selves today. The isolation of the 
ence mothered the Confraternity farmstead tends to create an 
of Christian Doctrine, and until extreme and unhealthy individual-
1936 these organizations held ism. This unhealthy individualism 
their annual conventions jointly. was and still is the chief obstacle 

The program of the National.. in the way of the cooperation nec
Catholic Rural Life Conference has . - essaryiffarm groups are ·toextri-

cate themselves from their difficul-
been greatly expanded over 'the ties. This i~olation in some places 
years. Organized to serve the spir-
't 11 d' '1' d th has resulted in a lack of apprecia-
1 ua y un erpnVl Ige on e 
countryside, the Conference soon tion of the need and value of edu-
found many other factors which 
interfered with the development of 
a wholesome spiritual life among 
rural peoples. It soon recognized 
that the social. cultural. and eco
nomic condi.tions of rural groups 
could not be ignored in any pro
gram devised for their spiritual 
welfare. 

A study of rural America of 
today reveals the low cultural and 
economic levels of many rural 
groups. In almost every section of 
the Nation one observes progressive 
loss of ownership, and an emer-
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cation. Depressed economic condi
tions account for the low cultural 
status which exists in many sec
tions of rural America. But the 
chief cause of the farmer's plight 
is the lack of the right sort of edu
cation in the schools where rural 
youth is taught. For about two 
generations urban-minded teachers 
and urban-tainted textbooks have 
glorified the city for our rural 
youth. There had been a total 
neglect to implant an appreciation 
of the singular blessedness of life 
on the land. The curriculum of our 
rural schools neglected entirely to 
teach the things necessary for suc
cessfui farm operation. The curri
culum was designed for urban 
rather than rural living. 

The Conference has always 
viewed with alarm the migration 
of farm youths and farm families 
to the city. It has attempted to 
analyze the causes of this migra
tion. Some leave the farm because 
they have made a failure of farm
ing and a failure which at times 
resulted in a loss of ownership. 
Others leave the farm because they 
never were taught to appreciate the 
special advantages of farm life and 
did not receive the education nec
essary to make a success of farm-

BOYS RUNNINd 

Florence Hynes Willette 

ing. The farmstead is a great lab
oratory which offers daily oppor
tunities for marvelous experimen
tation, but there was no one to 
introduce them to the wonders of 
this laboratory. Some youths leave 
the farm because of a lack of cul
tural opportunities and to avoid 
the drudgery often associated, 
though unnecessarily, with farm 
life. Parents, even when they had 
money, neglected to improve their 
farmstead and make it a home, and 
neglected to 'install conveniences 
and appliances that would elimin
ate drudgery. Oftentimes it was the 
most promising youths who left 
the countryside. 

The city should be greatly con
cerned over the migration of large 
numbers from the country to the 
city where their presence increases 
the ranks of the unemployed, 
depresses wages, and swells the 
slums. In many ways the rural 
problem is an urban problem. It 
has always been a source of wonder 
to me that the industrialist and 
the labor group are not more con
cerned about it. The forces which 
are driving or luring the millions 
from the countryside to the city 
have a direct bearing on the social 

How beautifully, with shoulders thrown back 
And amber throats bared to the wind, they run; 
Their eager feet churn at the quic~ening earth 
And trample the ribbons of shadow and sun. 

Their bodies move light with the rush of their going; 
Their bodies flow supple and slim as the fawn; 
Their bodies are rhythms of water, and beauty 
Is rife in their coursing . . . they come . . . they are 

gone. 

Untethered as eagles, un trammelled as air, 
With wings at their ankles and wind in their hair! 

and economic problems of the 
Distress in agriculture always 
eventual distress in the ranks 
industry and labor. When, 
instance, thirty million farmers a 
deprived of their purchasi:

e 

power, the wheels of indust~ 
must slow down with resultant 
depression. 

The forces which are driving Or 
luring youth from the country to 
the city should concern deeply the 
entire Nation. The welfare of the 
Nation res~s upon the w~ll-being 
of the ~aml!y and on the Integrity 
of famIly hfe. The farm provides 
the conditions for wholesome fam
ily life. The city on the other hand 
has become the graveyard of the 
family. Recent census reports add 
confirmation to this claim, so often 
made by spokesmen for the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference. Early census reports from 
the cities tend to indicate that sixty 
per cent of our city families are 
childless. The country is still the 
source of the Nation's population. 
In view of this, it would be tragic 
if the better types were to desert 
the countryside. 

Declining city birthrates should 
be of deep concern to the Catholic 
Church. We are an urban people 
with five-sixths of our population 
in the city, while the Nation's 
population comes from the coun
try where the Church is weakest. 

It is useless to attempt to retain 
the more promising youths on the 
land unless we elevate the eco
nomic, social, and cultural status 
of rural groups. The National 
Catholic Rural Life Conference has 
an integrated program which cov
ers the entire field of rural welfare. 
The Conference advocates wide
spread ownership. It regards wid:
spread ownership as the best ant!
dote for Communism. It believes 
that farming offers the best opp~r
tunity to recapture ownershIP· 
The Conference advocates the fam
ily-size owner-operated farm. It is 
hostile to the development of com
mercial and large scale mechanized 

(Please turn to page 17) 
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AL PASTORS 

T THE TOWN MEETING 

',:1 N .the I?eriods devoted to group 
~ dIScussIon methods and tech~ 

at the National Catholic 
Life Conference summer 

school at St. John's university. 
Collegeville. Minn .• in July 1940. 

. the question was raised more than 
)~once by rural pastors: Why should 
we be interested in discussion 
groups? My answers then were 
piecemeal. I shall try to present 
them now in a better arranged and 
more complete way. 

Informal group discussion by 
I. members in a community has 

found its greatest function in the 
democratic countries of Northern 
Europe where the men and women 
of communities meet together to 
talk over their problems-prob~ 
Jems of making a living. problems 
of living. and problems of govern~ 
ment. both local and national. In 
the United States in early New 
England days. the people took an 
active and intensive interest in their 
town (township) meetings. Their 
wits were sharpened by discussion 
with their fellow townsmen. With 
the expansion in the West and the 
tremendous development in the 
field of the natural sciences. there 
came the State and Federally sup~ 
ported experiment stations and 
extension services which made 
available trained men in agro~ 

nomy. in plant and animal disease. 
in the chemistry of soils. and in 
all the specialized fields that were 
needed to cope with the problems 
of animal and plant production. 

Senior Social Scientist. United States 
Dept, of Agriculture. Washington. D. C. 

Farmers and farmers' wives who 
met to hear how to control potato 
blight or how to keep turkeys and 
chickens free from disease did not 
discuss these problems among 
themselves at much length at such 
meetings. The expert had the 
answer-farmers might relate 
experiences. but usually a best way 
to do a thing had been proven by 
carefully controlled experiments. 
There was little occasion for dis~ 
cussion. difference of opinion. or 
reconciliation of varying points of 
view. 

Within recent years. however. 
farmers and farmers' wives have 
been harshly faced with the fact 
that rugged individualism and 
hard work on the land do not give 
them the solution to their most 
urgent problems. Neither can the 
Church do this through stress 
upon the spiritual side alone. The 
Catholic Church is recognizing 
this when it holds a Rural Life 
Summer school and when its lead~ 
ers publish such a work as the 
Manifesto on Rural Life. 

What people need. even if they 
do not fully realize it. is an oppor~ 
tunity to better understand the 
social and economic forces with 
which they are struggling. The 
problems arising from these forces 
require social rather than individ~ 
ual action and effort. The increas~ 
ing scarcity of good land on which 
young people can set up a home 
and make a living. the relation of 
the price of what they have to sell 
to the price of goods they must 
buy. the use of the cooperative 
association in selling their produce 
and in supplying their needs. the 
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need for accessible hospitals and 
medical care. the improvement of 
their rural churches and schools. 
the part they should take in local 
government affairs. the importance 
of international trade and the rela~ 
tion of tariffs to such trade. are a 
few of the questions for which 
the same answer will not suffice 
under all circumstances. Differences 
of opinion. differences in physical 
surroundings. in education. in 
habits-all may make a difference 
in the thinking of groups and in 
the decisions they reach. 

Such problems. such situations. 
call for discussion-for it 'Is only 
through discussion and thinking 
that people will arrive at decisions 
on policies which must be decided 
in a democracy. The specialist can~ 
not give the answer-he may be in 
a position to give facts. but the 
people themselves must think 
things out when social. economic 
and governmental questions of 
policy arise on which they must 
take a stand. 

The organized informal discus~ 
sion group with good leadership 
gives an opportunity for self~ 
expression. an opportunity for 
each participant to present his 
thoughts and to develop his think~ 
ing by his attempts to express him~ 
self. Group discussion gives an 
opportunity for each one in the 
. community to get the benefit of 
the wisdom of the group. to realize 

3 



. that there is more than one side to 
most of our social and economic 
problems, to learn the art and joy 
of tolerance when views contrary 
to his own are expressed. This 
Nation believes in democracy, and 
its democracy is a way of life in 
which the State exists for the indi
vidual, not the individual for the 

( State. It is a Wqy of life in which 
individuals, through the ballot, 
have an opportunity to make deci
sions eventuating into laws which 
affect their social and economic 
well-being. If later they do not 
like what they have done or if 
they find that government meas-

ures do not give them the results 
they expected, these laws and the 
people chosen to administer them 
can be changed. 

The rural pastor in his relation 
with his people may easily assume 
the position of the expert in the 
scientific agricultural field and 
attempt to give answers to social 
and economic questions as he sees 
them. But getting the people 
together to consider their life and 
living and to find out what their 
problems are and what they believe 
possible solutions to be would 
appear to be a better method. The 
decision of the group may be bet-

ter than the decision of any 
pers0D;' T~e pastor, the leader of 
the dlSCUSSlOn group, contribUtes 
much by being informed on the 
topics under discussion, but he will 
contribute most by encouraging all 
to take part and by offering facts 
not opinions, when the discussio~ 
arrives at a crucial point. Group 
discussion, with leaders selected 
from the group, is having a wide
spread rejuvenation. It gives the 
individual an opportunity to par
ticipate. It stimulates his thinking, 
it makes him a better neighbor, a 
better parishioner, and a better 
citizen. 

LET1S DO SOMETHING ABOUT HOUSINCI 

IT is estimated that there are over 
six million farm homes in the 

United States. And of these, fifty 
per cent, or over three million, are 
in need of repairs ranging from 
another coat of paint down to out
right demolition and rebuilding of 
a real home. 

The average American farm 
home has two and one-half rooms 
and three windows, and in some 
sections as many as eight or ten 
people live in one room. I person
ally spent two days down in Mis
sissippi with some Negro tenant 
farmers and shared their floor bed 
in one room with the two parents 
and eight children. Their "house" 
was made of rough timbers cov
ered with tin cans rolled out, and 
finished off inside with newspapers 

Editor, Catholic Social Action, Detroit, 
Mich. Address at The Productive Home 
meet, St. Cloud R'urai Life Convention. 

4 

tacked up to the rafters. In Ken
tucky I have stayed with ten-gen
eration American families who 
lived i.n one-room log cabins that 
must have been old when Dan'l 
Boone was out shooting squirrels 
and redskins. 

According to the census, six out 
of seven of our six million farm 
homes have no running water. 
Water. is secured from wells often 
of questionable sanitary value. 
Indeed, over ten thousand farm 
families out in California actually 

. find their water supply in the 
county ditch! 

Six out of seven farm families 
in America have no sanitary facil
ities, almost as many have no elec
tric lights, and the heating situa
tion is often worse than that exist
ing in the poorest European coun
tries. Lucky is the tenant farm 
home that can boast a cow, for 
there is no better substitute for 
heat in the house than a good cow 
keeping you company! 

Housing in parts of Soviet Rus
sia and Fascist Italy put us to 
shame, for even dictator nations 
know that unless a robust peas
antry is kept living like human 
beings there is no safety or future 
for the State. 

Summing up, we again quote 
the census and say that only one 
out of every twenty rural homes 
in America comes up to the tradi
tional American standard of a 
decent American home. In other 
words, of our six million homes, 
only 300,000 of the 6,000,000 
are decent American homes. The 
rest are a disgrace to the Nation 
and to democracy. 
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Those are the facts. They speak 
'.for themselves. Let us not forget 
in a period of national defense that 

'the best national defense is a 
~healthy rural family life, and a 
'healthy home for the rural family. 
All the cannon and ordnance can
'not defend what the people have 
;not got. 

Now how did it come to pass 
,that the richest and the greatest 
country in God's good world 
should contain within it such truly 
horrible conditions? I believe we 
could set down a variety of rea
sons, but perhaps the most promi
nent would be that the American 
farmer, misled by the apostles of 
economic Liberalism, became cap
italistic. He forgot what a home 
was for and went out to make 
money, money, and more money. 
He bought machinery, he built 
barns, he bought land-he did 
everything a good capitalist would 
and should do. But the founda
tion of the country, the rural fam
ily, was forgotten, and Ma and 
Pa struggled along making money 
for speculators while they lived in 
huts and houses worse than those 
in which lived their livestock. 
Machinery was oiled and gassed 
Up, but the poor rural home just 
went to rack and ruin. In other 
sections of the country, as in the 
South, the tenant system and the 
one-crop system ruined the land 
and broke the health and spirit of 
the people. 

WelL there is the situation. It 
is one of our No. One economic 
and social problems, for the future 
of our country depends upon it. 
Rural virtues, rural families, rural 
morality: That is what America 
needs. Destroy the cities of Amer
ica, and the farms would repeople 
them in fifty years. But let the 
fa:rms be destroyed as they are 
being today, and America will 
have only a slave population of 
proletarian mass production work
ers in fifty years. 

To correct this situation we 
need a program. The program I 
would advocate calls for no money 

(Please turn to page 6) 
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Among the many Catholic conventions which a country pastor 
could attend there is none which so directly considers his pro
blems as the annual convention of the National Catholic Rural 
Life Conference. Primarily it is the convention of country pastors, 
for certainly no one is more sincerely concerned about Catholic 
rural life, no one is in better position to teach and inspire Catholic 
farmers, than the priests who minister to the faithful on the land. 
Well planned and successfully conducted to give country pastors 
and all those interested in Catholic rural life, practical informa
tion and zealous leadership was the 18th annual convention of the 
Conference held recently in St. Cloud. Other pages of the 
Bulletin carry a competent account of the proceedings, but a 
country pastor's passing observations will, perhaps, be not amiss 
since it was so distinctly a convention for him and his confreres. 

Gradually, I think, more and more Catholic leaders are beginning 
to realize that the objectives of the Conference must be aHained, 
not merely for the welfare of the Church in rural areas, but for 
the Church throughout the nation. A country pastor caring for 
his small flock, separated great distances from his fellow priests, 
sees the difficulties but may at times feel at a loss what to do 
about them. He sees himself fighting alone seemingly irresitable 
forces, feeling there is little he can do. He carries on heroically 
but it seems so hopeless. The recent convention, however, con
vinced even the most skeptical that all Is not yet lost. Perhaps, 
the movement should have been started sooner, but when an or
ganization can aHract to its 18th annual convention thousands 
from all parts of the nation and Canada who came not as paid 
delegates but "on their own", then surely even the most despair. 
ing must rejoice. 

The most encouraging revelation of the convention to me was the 
fact that so many country pastors accomplished so much almost 
single-handed in effecting a beHer rural life among their people. 
Conditions varied greatly; each community had its own peculiar 
problems; but something was done about them. Briefly the mes
sage to the country pastor was, "Do something; don't just cite 
the difficulties, but get going." 

The most inspiring events of the convention were the outdoor 
pontifical Mass of the venerable host, Bishop Busch, on the sloping 
banks of the beautiful park on the Mississippi, whose rippling 
waters carried his blessing from this northern point down to the 
States of the nation to the Gulf; the enthusiastic meeting of the 
young people under the leadership of the magnetic Father Lord; 
and the orderly, stirring parade of youth through the streets of 
St. Cloud. 

What the monastic institutions of St. Benedict had done in centu
ries past to bring true Christianity and culture to Europe was re
called by the visit of the delegates to St. John's University and St. 
Benedict's College. The smiling, kindly Abbot Deutsch was the 
American, the 20th century version, of the benign Benedict of old. 
Just naturally, the verses of Weber's "Dreizehnlinden" accomo
dated themselves to persons, their spirit and their work. The 
college for girls at St. Joseph gave hope that the modern Christian 
woman may still find her queenly place in the home. 

Everything was planned so efficiently for our comfort and conve
nience. Waiting cars were at every door; willing Boy Scouts were 
eager to render every service; Sisters al1d altar boys arranged every 
detail for saying Mass; the humblest country pastor was made to 
feel like a bishop. Even the weather was controlled. The beauty 
of Minnesota's Indian Summer was ordered during the convention, 
until we were almost ready to leave; then the skies, as if showing 
the sadness of our hosts in seeing us leave, bade their tearful 
farewell. 
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from the Federal Treasury. It is 
directed to farm people who, thank 
God, can still use their hands and 
their brains. Our program is for 
human beings, not dehumanized 
mass production workers. 

, There are two general principles 
to be followed: ' 

1. That our rural people work 
for themselves more; 

2. That they utiliZe th~ mate
rials which they have at hand in 
building their own homes. ' 

And, if there Is any third prin- " 
ciple, it is that farmers should have 
fireproof homes. No person who 
has lived in the' countty can deny 
the importance of this: what farm 
family is there that does not' con
tain somewhere a burn out, deaths 
'due to fire, or ruination of farm 
and 'family from flames? 

As the farmers of the early 
America used the wood at hand 
to build cooperatively their mod
est log cabins, so today the farmer 
can :utilize newer methods and bet
ter materials to build cooperatively 
rural' homes worthy of rural peo
ple, the backbone of our country. 

Why cannot we use the rocks 
from our land for stone houses 
and cottages, the clay from our 
fields for rammed earth homes, .or 
the gravel from our many gravel 
pits for a beautiful, modern. 
streamlined concrete dwelling? 
The answer. of course, is that we 
can-if we will only forget for a 
while about the cursed quest for 
"profits" and "big business." 

After all, the only profit is grace 
from God, and the only really "big 
business" is honest toil and the 

6 

birth of children and their 
upbringing according to Christian 
tradition. 

The principles enunciated above 
are the first step in the right direc
tion: self-help and help with what 
is at hand. 

I remember stopping off at a 
small North Carolina village up 
in the Great Smoky mountains 
some years 'ago. We chatted with a 
farmer who was busy cultivating 
tobacco. His sons worked down 
in a furniture mill in town . . . 
and for $6 per week ... literally 
throwing away the labor which 
they might have used to real eco~ 
nomic and spiritual advantage at 
home. ' 

"Mister, you cain't do nuthing 
different than we 'do. Why. we 
all us done wot we do now. Work 
the patch, sell what you can for 
what you get. hire out the boys. 

, and hope to God you have enough 
in by fall to keep body and soul 
together until next planting." 

We told him that that is NOT 
what his fathers had always done. 
There was a time, not so long ago. 
when the home was a self-subsist
ing economic unit. Practically 
everything needed for life and its 
proper enjoyment was made in the 
home. Pa and the boys did the 
cultivation. carried on the other 
operations of the farm. Ma and 
the girls did most of the chores. 
They spent their summers work
ing out on God's good soil, and 
when winter came they spun the 
wool, wove cloth, and made their 
clothes. They made their candles, 
their shot, their shoes, and just 

about everything from soap to 
soup. They didn't rely upon the 
speculators in the Richmond Or 
Charleston tobacco market, nor 
did they worry about what the 
':marketprice:' would be. They 
hved, they dIed, and they gave 

,issue to more families . . . and 
depressions never bothered them 
too much. They always ate. and 
they even made their own fun 
with their neighbors. They had 
not yet degenerated to the point 
where the family had to visit a 
mental flop house to see the "pitch
ers" and get a lot of wild ideas. 

That old hill-billy farmer 
shook my hand when I left. He 
said : "You hain't got no horny 
hands from, work. but you got 
good idees. 1'm gonna talk to the 
boys." 

Well. the ideas were not mine 
-they are as old as man. They 
are plain common sense. The only 
trouble is that common sense is so 
downright uncommon in this 
machine age of manufactured ideas 
and canned propaganda that it 
sounds like something new. 

Well, to get back to our propa
ganda, what are we going to do 
to show our rural people the way 
back to the rural subsistence home
stead where at least everyone ate 
and no one had to go on the 
WPA? 

That is where we Catholics 
come In. 

We are supposed to be the light 
of the world. the salt of the earth. 
the example of examples. We are 
to go forth "and teach all nations" 
by spreading "fire upon the earth." 

Our Lord has commanded that 
the "fire on the earth" be "kin
dled" and that is the gospel 
lnJunction to do good in His 
name. We are to heal the sick, 
the blind, and the halt; we are 
to harbor the harborless; we are 
to help men's bodies in order that 
we may the better save their souls. 

Why not a great Catholic pro
gram to re-house rural America on 
a Catholic, a cooperative basis? 

Why cannot we Catholics. 
through our priests and our trained 
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Are You An Active 
'Member? 

& 

Many readers of the BULLETIN 
may not be practical farmers or lead
ers in rural communities. But that 
fact should not stop them from help
ing the spread of the National Catho
lic Rural Life Movement.I, One way 
is to get others to read the Bulletin 
or join the Conference. What can be 
done in that direction was ably dem
onstrated by the priests of St. Cloud 
diocese who obtained nearly 700 new 
member-subscribers in the three 
months preceding the convention. 
If only a few of the other nne rural 
dioceses in the United States were 
to imitate this magnificent example 
we would very soon reach our goal of 
10,000 member-subscribers and would 
have made at least a start towards 
realizing 10,000 rural parishes. 

• & 

laymen, preach the gospel of self
help, of self-built rural fireproof 
homes? Christianity?-I think 
there is a lot more Christianity in 
that than a "rally" in which 
everyone cheers Catholic Action
and then does nothing about it. 

For instance, I think of Charles 
E. Madden, of Rochester, Mich., 
and the house which his daughter 
and her husband built for them
selves. They dug their own gravel, 
and they mixed their own con
crete~ They built a double-walled, 
reinforced concrete house of five 
rooms. They paid for it as they 
worked, and they worked on it a 
few week-ends of each month. 
They were married last Decoration 
Day, and they moved into their 
five-room concrete house-and the 
cost of $500 was completely paid, 
Their rent from now on amounts 
to $2 per month for taxes. What 
they would pay to a landlord will 
go for babies, furniture, and the 
beginnings of a subsistence farm. 

What they did can be done by 
any other person. They wrote to 
the Portland Cement Association 

and got free' material on house 
building by the concrete method 
(the finest type of house yet built 
-and don't let any contractor kid 
you on this. Builders oppose con
crete because there is no money in 
it). They discovered that to build 
the concrete sheel by themselves 
would cost only $350. The rest 
of the money went into lighting, 
plumbing, and the small oilstove 
which heats their well-insulated 
home (the double walls give· an 
air pocket which is a two hundred 
per cent better insulator than sheet 
rock or any of the other synthetic 
stuff offered in high-priced adver
tisements). In fact, the type of 
construction was so good, so fine, 
and so lasting, that even the FHA 
has a;;>proved the method. 

If you want to know more 
about this, write me a letter. I will 
be delighted to tell you all about 
it, and how to do it. Talk about 
it with your neighbors. You can 
build barns and houses, feed 
troughs and a hundred other 
things-and with your own 
gravel and cement at $0.50 a bag! 

There is another type of house 
which fits in well with any place 
where there are a lot of stones. 
The Flagg system of building 
stone houses has proven itself. 
Young couples or old can gather 
stones, mix mortar, and build a 
house in the spare moments that 
are so plentiful where people farm 
for a living and not to make the 
speculators rich. If you write to 
the School of Living, Suffern, New 
York, they will give you complete 
information about this. 

And then there is the rammed 
earth house, of which many hun
dreds have been constructed. By 
taking clay and ramming it 
between forms, a sturdy wall can 
be constructed. For utter durabil
ity cement is painted on outside 
and inside-and a finer house you 
couldn't find. And that, of course, 
can be checked by writing to the 
Michigan State College, Depart
ment of Agricultural Engineering, 
East Lansing, Michigan. They 
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know all about it and would be 
happy to tell you more. ' 

Of course, the concrete house is 
nearest to my heart, for it is the 
finest home and can be made the 
most easily. If you don't believe 
me, write to Msgr. Ligutti, who 
personally inspected one of the 
houses which we built in Mich
igan last year. 

Of course, in a brief article such 
as this one, we could not possibly 
give the details on how to build 
a house. We have told you where 
to go to find out more. 

But the program is simple; talk, 
it up, start a study group, get the 
information, try it on a small 
scale, and then start with your 
friends and neighbors helping you. 
Keep your boys and girls back on 
the farm, and show them how to 
be red-blooded Americans, and not 
just second-rate imitators of "city 
slickers. " 

If you don't think it can be 
done, let me relate just two stories. 
Up in Connecticut a Catholic 
priest, Father Dunn, wanted a 
church. He had little money, and 
he also did not want to saddle 
his people with a heavy debt. 

Father Dunn was a farmer and 
an all-around priest who really 
understood his people and their 
spirit. He got his farmers together 
and they planned a stone church. 
Stones are plentiful up in Connec
ticut, and every Sunday each 
farmer brought a load of stones to 

(Please turn to page 19) 
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THE CATHOLIC CHURCH 

AND AGRICULTURE 

IF one were to seek for a text to 
introduce the theme of this 

address, "The Catholic Church 
and Agriculture," one would 
choose Stearns county, in the dio
ceSe of St. Cloud, as that text. It 
provides an inspiration at once 
concrete and moving-simple and 
eloquent. Here for three full gen
erations the happy fruits of the 
Church's interest in agriculture 
have been experienced; the rich soil 
has been conserved and improved 
by husbandmen conscious of their 
responsibility to divine Providence 
for the treasure of nature com
mitted to their care. Here are the 
sturdy and independent men and 
women who won and till their 
own farms and who provide a free 
citizenry which is the only hope 
of a democratic people. Here the 
wholesome and prolific family life 
is the ever-flowing source of 
renewed strength to civil and relig
ious society. The progressive but 
not sophisticated intelligence finds 
expression and guidance in the fine 
educational institutions of St. 
John's university and St. Bene
dict's college. Here finally the spir
itual vigor springing from the 
union of supernatural religion, 
with what Bishop Wehrle, that 
old patriarch of the Western prai
ries, dared to describe at our first 
Catholic Rural Life Conference in 
St. Louis in 1923, as "the almost 
sacramental quality of rural life." 

The rich deposit of soil that 
covers the large part of the habit-

Bishop of Kansas City. Mo. Address 
at the Monday evening mass meeting. St. 
Cloud Rural Life Convention. 

able globe is placed there for the 
sustenance of mankind. The all
wise Father who will not give his 
children a stone for bread, nor a 
scorpion when they ask for fish. 
has indicated that fruits of both 
land and water were intended to 
maintain the life of the human 
family. Consequently when men 
crop the prairies or the forest or 
the water, they must provide that 
the opportunity of future genera
tions to live thereby shall not be 
impaired. To no man is given the 
inheritance of divine Providence 
that he may mine, plunder and 
ruin it, to his own temporary gain 
but to the permanent detriment 
of the race. 

This is the first interest of the 
Catholic Church in agriculture
to teach her children that they 
enjoy the privileges of cooperation 
with God, the Creator, in the pro
duction of food, clothing, shelter 
and conVieniences of mankind. 
This is a deeply religious lesson 
and the lack of it is seen in the 
eroded valleys-the depleted fields, 
the cut-over wastes of timber 
which mark the selfishness and 
short-sightedness of men who 
regarded themselves as absolute 
owners of God's domain and not 
as stewards of divine Providence. 

The Catholic Church teaches 
that there is a social quality in 
ownership which requires the 
master of property to exercise his 
right with.a view to the general 
welfare-the common good. No 
teaching could be more practical 
for agriculture. It is the first lesson 
of the Christian farmer that he 

must not mine the soil, that he 
must not deplete its resources of 
chemical and mineral wealth, that 
he is held to pass on to future 
generations unimpaired _. indeed 
enriched-the acreage which con
stitutes his farm. The hope that 
his children and his children's chil
dren will continue to love the 
homestead provides him with 
powerful motive for fulfilling this 
requirement of stewardship. 

We have heard, only too often 
in America, expressions of con
tempt for a peasantry. It is often 
said that we do not want our 
farmers to be pe;1sants. The char
acteristic of a peasant is that he 
loves the land, that he regards it 
as a source of independence for 
himself and his children-conse
quently that he will maintain its 
fertility, This, of course. is the 
opposite of purely commercial 
farming which has made such 
sorry mess in America of perhaps 
the richest endowment which 
Providence ever distributed to the 
stewardship of the sons of men. 
If there is one lesson to be learned 
from the past eighty years of 
American agriculture it is the 
bankruptcy of the Liberal school 
of thought which glorified com
mercial agriculture. In agriculture 
as in industry religion lays down 
as its major premise that man is 
the steward of divine Providence
that he is to use his possession 
with a view to the good of all. 
and that enlightened selfishness 
provides absolutely no safeguard 
for the common weal. 

Religion bids· us look to the 
tiller of God's own broad acres as 
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the safest custodian of American 
liberties. There are historically and 
logically certain prerequisites or 
presuppositions of democracy. Our 
own favored country can see the 
basis of its political liberties in the 
wide diffusion of the owner of 
private property which was a nat~ 
ural condition of the development 
of America in the first century of 
our government. The multiplicity 
of small businesses in city life and 
the six million farm families that 
owned and operated their farms, 
provided the economic basis of 
democratic institutions, unequalled 
in the history of mankind. But 
the operation qf selfishness and 
greed and failure of statesmen to 
. understand that land has a special 
relation to the family-the true 
unit of society, have combined to 
weaken immeasurably the safe~ 
guards of our free institutions. 
The trend of ownership of the 
means of production has been out 
of the hands of the working pro~ 
ducers, with a loss of economic 
independence on the part of work~ 
ers in everYl fiel1d. The Church 
which proclaims for men the ina1i~ 
enable rights of life and liberty as 
the gifts of the Creator, knows 
that these rights will be denied, 
in the actual world of greed, just 
in proportion as the individual 
citizen is stripped of the economic 
independence which comes from 
owning and operating his own 
farm or shop. The Church has 
then, a tremendous stake in decen~ 
tralized business and agriculture
in the wide diffusion of ownership 
of the means of production. 

Just twenty years ago I ana~ 
lyzed at the N. C. E. A. conven~ 
tion in New York the figures then 
available from the Federal census 
of 1910, concerning the relations 
of the farm to the prolific family. 
That address was the first docu~ 
ment of the present Catholic Rural 
Life movement in the United 
States. In 1910 the population of 
the United States was almost 
equally divided between rural and 
urban areas, but more than sixty~ 

(Please turn to page 10) 
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DISCUSSED AT THE ST. CLOUD 
CONVENTION • • • 

youth and Missionary Work in the Rural Districts 

• Missionary work is fundamentally the same wherever one does it. It is 
to bring Christ's teachings to a people. In the future missionary work in 
this country will consist of an awakening of those already Catholic to a 
deeper realization of what they possess, and youth has to do that.--Viola 
Wagner, St. Benedict College, St. Joseph, Minn. 

Planning a Productive Farm Home 

• The number of self-sufficing farm homes has been decreasing since the 
industrial revolution. No home can ever go back to the status of absolute 
self-sufficiency, but the farm homes can still carryon many activities 
which are characteristic of the self-sufficient home. Home processing saves 
the farm family a considerable amount of money. In order to lighten the 
work of the housewife and to make home production easier, time saving 
devices may be purchased with the money saved in home production.
Luella Midgely, North Dakota State College, Fargo, N. D . 

Reaching the Underprivileged in Rural America 

• The parish is the natural unit of charity. It must carry out its admin
istrations of love. This is something that public welfare cannot do.-Rev • 

. A. Peschel, Fargo, N. D. 

Co-operatives-Why? 

• Everyone will today accept that slavery and serfdom are inefficient and",: 
unethical. Many are yet convinced that capitalism is also. It is strange.tha1i'·· 
slavery and serfdom were named after the economically disinherited :wl:iile' 
capitalism was not. By the same token, capitalism should have been named' 
servilism, since the majority today are servants as before they were serfs 
and slaves. We cooperators reject servilism, as our forefathers rejected 
serfdom and slavery-we do not desire to be servants any more than they 
desired to b~ serfs or slaves. All three systems are based on private profit, 
on the exploitation of the many by the few.-E. R. Bowen, Secretary, 
Cooperative League of America. 

Fertility and Maintenance of the Soil 

• Only half the manure necessary is being put into pastures. There are 
enormous losses in soil's wealth, there is failure to save the valuable liquid 
portion, loss of nitrogen in improper fermentation and drying, improper 
application of fertilizers when they are used.-Rev. Matthew Kiess, 
O.S.B., at St. John's. 

Schools of Philosophy for Agricultural Workers 

• Agriculture in this country has come, in recent years, to mean more 
than scientific farming methods. It has come to be recognized as involved 
in economics, in the price structure, in political economy, in the relation 
between agriculture and industry, in foreign . affairs, in government, with 
the development of farm programs that are intimately related to public 
affairs.-Dr. Cad Taerisch, Washington, D. C. 

What Youth Wants and How to Get It 

• Most Catholic women regard marriage as the supreme natural career 
for womankind. Writers have had to admit that careers for women have 
been pretty hollow things. Even the financially successful spinster comes 
to that day when she realizes that she is very much alone. For the modern 
girl. working has lost the glamor which surrounded it in the days when 
women had to struggle against odds for this means of' self-expression.
Roberta Hellrung, St. Teresa's College, Winona. 
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We commend the spread of religious 
vacation schools, year-round instruc
tion classes, discussion clubs and 
missionary endeavors amon& the 
people who dwell on the country
sides. America cannot be preserved 
as a Christian nation nor can the 
Church of America hold its own in 
strength and numbers unless the 
faith is kept alive in the rural areas 
which are the principal source of 
population. 

• 
We praise the rural pastors and the 
religious communities who have la. 
bored so hard and sacrificed so much 
amid the distress and hardships of 
the past decade to maintain the rll:.ral 
parish schools. They are rendering 
an heroic service to both Church and 
nation. But there are evidences in 
many places of a shift of educational 
effort from the country to the city. 
We view with exceeding alarm the 
continued expansion of Catholic 
school facilities in the cities which 
are associated with a declining birth. 
rate and the concomitant retrench
ment in the educational opportunities 
in the rural parishes which are the 
stronghold of Christian virtue, the 
nursery of Catholic life and the feed
ers of the city parishes. 

• 
We strongly urge all Catholic schools 
that are serving rural youth to culti
vate an atmosphere and to offer a 
program of training that will nuture 
an understanding and a love of life 
on the soil. We recommend that 
secondary schools introduce a course 
in rural sociology, using as a guide or 
even as a basic program, the "Mani
festo on Rural Life" prepared by the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference. 

• 
While we favor an elementary school 
in every parish that can possibly sup
port it, we feel that rural high schools 
should be established only at central 
points where they can serve several 
parishes. The building. equipment, 
teaching personnel and course offer
ings of a secondary school, that 
really serves the needs of modern 
rural youth, can hardly be maintain. 
ed by a single parish. The rural high 
school calls for multiple parish sup
port. Accordingly we favor the estab
lishment of central or consolidated 
high schools at suitable points in a 
diocese where they can serve the boys 
and girls of a large area that includes 
several rural parishes. 

From the resolutions adopted at the 
N. C. R. L. convention in St. Cloud 
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(Continued from page 9) 

three per cent of the children were 
in rural schools. Even a blind man 
could see the consequence of those 
figures. I tried to make it clear that 
one great weakness of the Catholic 
Church in America was in the fact 
that it was not strong in the coun
try districts, that it was not at 
the source of population. A writer 
at that time paid the address the 
doubtful compliment of saying 
that in it the question of rural 
Catholic education has been thor
oughly manhandled. A year later 
when the 1920 early census returns 
were available, I analyzed them 
in two articles in America. The 
trend set forth in those studies of 
twenty years ago have become 
more startling with the passage of 
two decades. Notwithstanding the 
decreases of the size of the farm 
family it is now evident that it is 
only the farm family that stands 
between our cities and a declining 
population. There is no city of 
100,000 population ~n America 
which has enough children to keep 
it from slipping into a lower cen
sus bracket. In my own city of 
Kansas City, the decline of school 
population has been more than 
1,000 children a year for the last 
ten years. That this city has not 
declined in population is due to 
the immigration from the country. 
The same is true of any important 
city in the United States. 

There are two different prob
lems created by this fact. First, it 
is important to strengthen the 
country homes so that they, too, 
will not succumb to the dry rot 
that affects the city. To effect this 
will require the whole program of 
the C. R. L. Conference. 

The second problem that i~ 
intensified by the situation is that 
of increasing the number of Cath
olic farm families. This is a prob
lem of selective immigration, of 
religious education and of mission
ary zeal for conversion. Not 
enough has been said about selec
tive immigration. Mass immigra
tion is out of the question except 

in such favored spots as that which 
will be opened by the operation 
of Grand Coulee dam in Bishop 
White's diocese. 

Selective immigration by which 
Catholic farmers are encouraged to 
come to rural parishes has possi
bilities everywhere in the United 
States and it should be one of the 
chief works of the C. R. L. C. to 
advise and encourage pastors in 
this work. 

In the field of religious educa
tion the Rural Life Conference can 
claim credit for bringing a sub
stantia! improvement to hundreds 
of thousand,s of families through 
a religious vacation school now 
eventually a major activity of the 
Confraternity of Christian Doc
trine in practically every diocese in 
America. 

Owing to the predominance of 
birth in the rural families. no one 
not entirely blind, can fail to see 
the vast consequences for religion 
in a program building up 10,000 
strong country parishes; nor can 
anyone fail to appreciate that this 
is the field where efforts made will 
have the greatest return. We have 
been too long blinded by compla
cency in America by large city con
gregations. Appreciation of the 
message of the Catholic Rural Life 
Conference in this regard is long 
overdue. 

If, as we have said so often, an 
important element of the Catholic 
Rural Life problem may be formu
lated thus: "How to anchor on 
the land a larger proportion of the 
intelligent Catholic boys and girls 
who are born there," it is obvious 
that our educ~tional and social 
institutions serving rural youth 
must be made more satisfying. 
Surely we can hope that our Cath-

, olic school teachers will have an 
understanding of the need of reli
gion in this regard and not' lead 
the farm youth to an unnecessary 
exodus from the land, but rather 
to an appreciation of the oppor
tunity that is his. To such a pur
pose the Rural Summer School 
held at St. Cloud during the past 
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'summer marked a genuine advance. 
The Catholic rural parish becomes 
the vital agency for an educational 
and social program which will win 
the sympathetic cooperation of 
Catholic youth, and while provid
ing for the movement to the city 
of those not suited to agriculture, 
it will assure that those who are 
suited to agriculture shall not be 
deprived of their birthright. 

Above all, supernatural religion 
must claim its natural ally-this 
"almost sacramental quality of 
rural life." It is true that by the 

A RURAL 
PATTERN 

THE Catholic Rural Life Con
ference at St. Cloud made a 

pattern of life for us. The pattern 
fits. 

For a long time we have been 
trying to do one of two things: 
fit into the modern agricultural 
pattern by becoming high-power 
farmers: or make the pattern fit 
our needs, by compromise and cor
ner-cutting and shifting of the eco
nomic burden from one shoulder 
to the other. But when we tried 
to put the pieces together, they did 
not fit. We could achieve very little 
security at the same time that we 
Were trying to find the spiritual 
and cultural things of life. 

We felt that there was some
thing wrong with agriculture. But 

Blue Earth, Minn. Homemaker, writer, 
lecturer. Statement at Wednesday morning 
Women's sectional meet, St. Cloud Rural 
Life Convention. 

fall of Adam there has· been an 
unhappy divorce between the spir
itual and the natural man, yet the 
natural element created by God is 
still good, the very necessity of 
labor is good, and leads man to 
good. 

It is not agriculture, but greed 
whether in city or country, which 
bows man to the earth. We have 
heard of the man with the horse, 
or with the plow. The real man 
with the plow is St. Isidore who 
according to legend had the assist
ance of two angels and not only 

we did not know what. Maybe it 
was we: maybe we had failed to 
fit into the real agricultural pat
tern. We knew, too, that there 
were others who felt like we did 
about the situation. But a solution 
to the problem seemed remote and 
almost impossible. If we could take 
our theories and our experimenta
tions, which we realized were 
crude and perhaps full of mistakes, 
somewhere, and talk with others 
who were having the same experi
ences as we were-then maybe 
something could be done in a small 
way. 

Then we began reading and 
hearing a great deal about the 
Catholic Rural Life movement. 
Here was a beacon in the dark. 
Here was a compact body with a 
workable, tangible idea and a fine 
soul. We would go to St. Cloud. 
So we did. 

We arrived in St. Cloud in time 
for the Field Mass on Monday. It 
was the spiritual setting which 
was needed to attune us to the real 
meaning of the Catholic Rural 
Life movement. The altar stood 
under a canopy upon the brow of 
a large hill overlooking the Mis
sissippi. A multitude stood about 
the table of sacrifice. Everyone 
stood, except at the Consecration, 
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reaped a bountiful harvest of 
golden grain but the greater har
vest of heavenly riches. 

Nowhere will liturgical worship 
following the ecclesiastical year 
win the heart to God more readily 
than where men, face to face with 
the changing seasons, see them
selves as fellow workers with the 
Creator. For thein the production 
of the wheat and grapes is more 
than the production of bodily 
food and drink. It is a prelude to 
the Offertory of the Sacrifice of the 
Mass. 

because it was almost impossible 
to kneel in such a dense crowd. 
The ceremonies were presided over 
by the Most Rev. Joseph F. Busch, 
Bishop of St. Cloud. St. John's 
University band in their colorful 
red uniforms provided the musical 
accompaniment to the Mass. A lit
tle boy and girl brought sheaves of 
wheat and a basket of grapes to be 
blessed. It was a scene at once 
simple and sublime. It reminded 
us of a story in the Bible: 
strangely, the scene of the multipli
cation of the loaves and the fishes 
kept coming to us. 

Perhaps we have dwelt overlong 
on this Field Mass. But it symbol
ized for us the real significance of 
the Rural Life Conference, because 
it emphasized that country life has 
a spiritual side as well as a phy
sical aspect. Here was the Chris
tian way of living: close to the 
soil,. close to God. Forgotten were 
the heartbreaking problems of 
complicated modern life. Here were 
peace and understanding. And in 
this atmosphere we lived for three 
days, listening to bishops, priests 
and Sisters, farmers and their 
wives, professors and newspaper 
men and women, people from all 
walks of life, tell what they know 
about rural life. 

II 



It would be impossible to tell 
of everything we saw and heard. 
Sufficient to say that we are still 
amazed at the growth of rural life, 
thought and action. We are going 
to mention a few of the impres
sions that meant so much to us. 

There were hundreds of priests 
and Sisters there. This gave us 
renewed faith in the Church-a 
realization that our clergy and 

religious are interested in farm life 
and its problems. We wish that 
all the parishes represented at the 
Conference by their pastors might 
have been present. For they would 
have gotten a glimpse of the tire
less energy and thought which 
their priests are putting into their 
work, not only of saving souls but 
also of promoting the material 
security of their people. These 
priests and Sisters go back home 
and interest one or two or more 
families, both rural and urban, 
in the work that is being 
done by the Catholic Rural Life· 
movement, and eventually the 
work will spread like a great, bene
volent blanket across the Nation. 

Toone who did not attend 
the Conference and hear for him
self, it would indeed be surprising 
to know to what extent work is 
being done by our priests in their 
parishes, particularly among the 
very poor, and in the isolated dis
tricts. These priests of ours do not 
hesitate to build with their own 
hands roofs over the heads of their 
flocks. Such devotion and unself
ishness should inspire everyone of 
us to do likewise according to our 
abilities and opportunities. 

If we were disappointed in any
thing about the Conference, it was 
the few farm people who were 
there. That is, in comparison to 
the hundreds of priests and Sisters 
attending. There should have been 
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more farmers at St. Cloud, farm
ers and their wives and families. 
But then, we remembered, we too 
knew little enough about the 
movement. It was only by God's 
grace and the emphatic insistence 
of our assistant pastor, Father 
John Mish of Blue Earth, and 
Father William Schimek of Albert 
Lea, that we went. In fact, they 
practically made us go. We need 
more priests like that. 

Youth played a conspicuous 
part in the Conference. They had 
a day all for themselves. It would 
have done your hearts good, you 
who were not there, to see them, 
to hear them. If you, too, are of 
an earlier generation, when 
youngsters were seen and not 
heard, you would be amazed at 
the way modern education has 
changed the picture. Let this much 
be said for modern education: it 
has taught young people to be 
articulate. 

We liked the way these young 
people took part in the various 
sessions. Everywhere they were, 
they spoke up, thank heaven. 
They took hold of a subject and 
held on to it until they had gotten 
all the meat off the bone. No beat
ing around the bush, no evading. 
They want the truth and they got 
it. They could argue, too, and 
well. One very charming and alert 
young girl from St. Benedict's 
College, St. Joseph, Minn., took 
the floor several times during a 
discussion on religious education in 
the home, and she certainly went 
down to rock bottom on what she 
wanted to know. We felt proud of 
her, because she represented to us 
the type of young person who 
thinks directly, and who will rea
son things out for herself. These 
young people were a joy and inspi
ration to everyone. 

We recall in particular a young 
man who comes from a large fam
ily. Time budgeting was being 
discussed. He got up and said it 
was all very nice to budget time, 
but how in the world could his 
mother or any other woman with 

eleven children possibly hope to 
have them all at the breakfast tabl 
at one and the same time? He ha~ 
his doubts about the theoretical 
set-up. We didn't blame him 
either. Everyone tried to advis~ 
him, to encourage him, and to 
make him realize that it wasn't as 
difficult as it sounded. And that !lII,II:l\.ll"-"" 

rules had to be made to fit cases 
not cases to fit rules. But he said 
that he did not intend to marry 
any girl and make a slave of her. 
He is not old enough yet to under
stand that such women as his 
mother do not regard their life as 
slavery: rather as a privilege and 
a career. But he was a smart boy: 
he had a fine face, and we knew 
that he had a girl in the back of 
his mind. They'll get married and 
make a go of it. Maybe before it 
is over with, they will decide to 
beat Pa and Ma at their own game, 
and have a dozen children. 

The whole Conference atmo
sphere was one of informality. We 
do not think that informality can 
be stressed too strongly at such a 
conclave. It does something to 
human nature-limbers up the 
tongue, loosens the heartstrings, 
opens the walled-in mind. We 
wish that it were more generally 
used. Strict parliamentary proce
dure has its place, but it succeeds 
better in putting a person off the 
floor than on it. 

May we say, too, that two other 
features of the Conference might 
be advantageously employed at 
every public gathering. One is 
starting on time. To the split sec
ond, the sessions started. And they 
ended like that, too. The other was 
the fact that no formal dinners or 
banquets were served. The world 
has no greater time-killers than 
long-drawn-out table talk and 
course affairs. All of us simply 
went out for hamburgers and cof
fee or a sandwich and milk, and 
came back. Our minds were dear 
because our stomachs were not 
overloaded. 

We have generalized. One must 
get away from a scene in order to 
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full beauty and deeper 

e 
:! we look back, perhaps the 
I figure which dominates our con-

qciousness most is that of Father 
Ligutti. We had wanted to hear 
him speak at Farm and Home 
week in Ames last winter, but 
sickness prevented us from going. 
Bis work at Granger had captured 
our imagination. It was good to 
l)1eet him, to feel the warmth and 
dynamic power of his personality. 
Somehow, such men as he give us 
Catholic lay people a zeal to help 
carryon-in our individual ways 
-just a little harder than ever. 

There was Father LaFarge, also. 
For a long time we have read of 
him and his work, and he has 
become almost legendary to us. 
We wish more frequent opportuni
ties would be created whereby the 
priests and layfolks could mingle 
together in convention or else
where. Somehow we take our 
priesthood more or less for 
granted. It should not be like this. 
Since the St. Cloud Conference we 
have heard repeatedly from people 
who attended: "This is the first 
time I have ever really talked to 
priests." Or, "I never realized how 
human Sisters are." 

And there were others. We did 
not have the opportunity of meet
ing everyone we wanted to meet. 
Pauline Reynolds, of Fargo, N. 
D., who is doing such an out
standing work in her part of the 
country, through her extension 
contacts with rural young people, 
has long been an inspiration to 
Us. Mi~s Reynolds is with the 
State College station at Fargo. We 
wish that everyone interested in 
rural youth could hear this woman 
talk. 

We came back home fired with 
a determination to put to work 
some of the principles advocated 
at St. Cloud. We know now that 
our doubts about economic and 
agricultural security have vanished. 
The farm can be made not only a 
means of livelihood, but a way of 
life as well! 

THE CONFERENCE COMES OF AdE 

PUBLICITY is not necessarily a 
criterion of success. But when 

an organization sponsoring a lit
tle-known and less understood 
movement whose fundamental 
principles are in conflict with the 
generally accepted patterns of con
temporary life gains unsought and 
generally complimentary notice in 
newspapers and periodicals 
acknowledged to be leaders in their 
respective fields, such notice may 
be accepted as evidence that the 
movement in question is at least 
beginning to make an impression 
upon the consciousness, if not the 
thought, of the Nation. 

Judged by this criterion, the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference, founded only eighteen 
years ago in most 'modest circum
stances, has indeed come of age as 
a factor in the hoped-for social 
reconstruction of this Nation. The 
St. Cloud convention, although 
held in an inland city of modest 
size and situated at some distance 
from the main streams of national 
affairs, was the object of interested 
and respectful attention of divers 
news agencies and publications. 

Following a practice of recent 
years, the Conference again was 
the guest of the National Farm 
and Home Hour broadcast on 

-
Excuse It I Please I 

Occasionally readers complain they 
have not received their copy of the 
BULLETIN or other Conference liter
ature to which they are entitled by 
virtue of their membership. One 
reason for that may be that your ad
dress as listed in our files is incorrect 
or incomplete. If you have moved 
recently, or if you are not receiving 
the BULLETIN regularily, please drop 
us a postal card, so that our records 
may be brought up to date. 

Monday, September 30, with 
Bishop Vincent ,Ryan, Msgr. 
Ligutti, and other Conference 
members partIcIpating in the 
nationwide broadcast. Brief radio 
broadcasts covering the convention 
activities were given over Station 
KFAM every convention day. 

Detailed news and views of the 
convention were given in numer
ous Catholic as well as secular pub
lications. Prominent among these 
was the New York Times, person
ally represented throughout the 
convention by Mr. Frank Adams. 
Free America, well known New 
York agrarian magazine, was 
represented by Miss Harriet Speyer 
who also stayed for the duration 
of the convention. Commonweal 
and America of New York, Cath
olic Social Action of Detroit, The 
Wanderer of St. Paul, Social Jus
tice Review of St. Louis, the Den
ver Catholic Register and its chain 
of diocesan weeklies, carried special 
articles or extensive news reports 
on the convention. St. Cloud and 
Twin Cities' secular newspapers as 
well as the Associated Press and 
the NCWC News service were rep
resented and thoroughly covered 
the Conference meeting. Extensive 
notices were given also in the 
Cooperative League Bulletin of 
Chicago, The Cooperative Con
sumer'of Kansas City, arid in num
erous other publications devoted to 
special fidds of social and eco
nomic reconstruction. Also indica
tive of the attention accorded the 
Conference was the presence at the 
St. Cloud convention of represen
tatives of the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, and the Canadian 
National Railways, the coloniza
tion departments of several Amer
ican railways, and several State 
Agricultural colleges. The Nether
lands le~tion at Washington was 
represented by its special agricul
tural attache, Mr. Peters. 
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The St. Cloud Convention 

• From a number of viewpoints 
the eighteenth annual convention 
of the National Catholic Rural 
Life Conference at St. Cloud, 
Minn., marked a new milestone in 
Conference history. Attendance at 
the convention far outdistanced 
that at any of the seventeen previ
ous annual meetings. Particularly 
encouraging was the enthusiastic 
participation of some ten thousand 
young people of high school and 
college age in the exercises and dis
cussion meetings of Youth Day on 
Monday, September 30. 

A departure from previous years 
was the impostant place given over 
to informal discussion of the vari-
0us practical aspects and problems 
of rural life. There were only a 
half dozen formal addresses. All 
the other talks were brief factual 
statements prepared by specialists 
in various fields which were pre
sented to serve as the basis for 
general discussion. How well the 
plan succeeded was readily appar
ent at the various sectional meet
ings, where priests and Sisters and 
layfolk-farmers and homemak
ers, leaders in education, charity, 
sociology, agrarianism, college and 
high school students, members of 
the 4-H movement, and just plain 
folks, young and old, from city 
and countryside-met on common 
ground to exchange notes on their 
experiences and views concerning 
the problems and aspirations, 
achievements and failures of rural 
life in America. 

It is, of course, not possible to 
do justice to the spirit and content 
of the St. Cloud convention in a 
brief editorial. Nor is it possible 
to republish even a comprehensive 
selection of the splendid addresses, 
papers and discussions had at the 
convention. Elsewhere in this issue 
we republish some of the principal 
addresses; others will be published, 
as opportunity arises, in subse
quent issues of the BULLETIN. 

We do, however, take this 
opportunity to give expression to 
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Conference appreciation of the gra
cious hospitality shown the con
vention by the priests and people 
of St. Cloud under the inspira
tional leadership of His Excellency, 
the Most Rev. Bishop Joseph F. 
Busch, and the convention com
mittee chairmen, Rt. Rev. Msgr. 
Edward Mahowald and Very Rev. 
T. Leo Keaveny. We wish also to 
thank especially the Benedictine 
Fathers of St. John's abbey at 
Collegeville, and the Sisters of St. 
Benedict's convent at St. Joseph, 
who were hosts to the delegates 
participating in the veryinstruc
tive and enjoyable visits to these 
two pioneer institutions of learn
ing and culture. 

National Rural Forum 

• An important annual event 
commanding the respectful atten
tion of everyone interested in a 
wholesome rural life is the 
National Rural Forum held under 
auspices of the American Country 
Life Association. This year's four
day conclave took place November 
6 to 9 on the campus of Purdue 
university, Lafayette, Ind., where 
some twenty-five hundred leaders 
and members of various rural life 
associations met to devote them
selves to the problems of rural 
rehabilitation and development. 
"Building Rural Communities" 
was the general theme of the 
forum, and sectional meetings 
devoted themselves to thorough 
investigation of various phases of 
rural development varying all the 
way from homemaking problems, 
through cooperation among rural 
churches, to the contribution of 
rural people to world peace. 

The National Catholic Rural 
Life Conference was represented at 
the Purdue meeting by two of its 
officers. Msgr. L. G. Ligutti, Gran
ger, Iowa, executive secretary of 
the Conference, addressed a gen
eral session of the Forum, while 
Father George Nell, Effingham, 
II 1. , member of the Conference 
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Executive board~ addressed the 
Christian Rural Fellowship sec
tional meeting on the subject of 
"Distinctive Values in Rural Life 
for Which the Church Should 
Assume Primary Responsibility." 

Speaking on "Spiritual Aspects" 
of Rural Community Building," 
Msgr. Ligutti told the Forum that 
"Spiritual loyalties to articles of 
faith, traditions and practices of 
a Church, loyalties of members 
one towards another, form the 
strongest and most enduring bond 
cementing and maintaining a rural 
community." Pointing out that 
"there are no real communities 
except rural communities," the 
speaker showed how, as a matter 
of historical record, the various 
churches in the United States have 
been responsible for the develop
ment of existing rural communi
ties. 
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"I advocate the recognition, by 
Society, of the value of spiritual 
loyalties and the use of them to 
improve Society. Such a relation
ship of mutual understanding and 
cooperation of Church and State 
will be beneficial to both and what 
is more, will be beneficial to 
human beings," he told the Pur
due gathering. 

Catholic Farmers' Conference 

• Prominent among the first 
organizations to call attention to 
the urgency of agrarian reform in 
this country is the Catholic Cen
tral Verein of America, national 
federation of German Catholic 
societies of the United States. It 
was, in fact, in the national head
quarters of that splendid organiza
tion, the Central Bureau at St. 
Louis, Mo., the first convention of 
the National Catholic Rural Life 
Conference assembled in 1923. 

The sustained interest of the 
Central Verein in rural life was 
again shown this year when the 
organization held its national con
vention in the little city of New 
Ulm, Minnesota, while the con
vention of the Minnesota State 
branch of the Verein took place 
in the rural town of Melrose in 
Stearns county. Both conventions 
devoted much time to discussion 
of rural problems. Among Con
ference officers participating in the 
New Ulm meeting were Bishop A. 
J. Muench of Fargo and Bishop 
Vincent J. Ryan of Bismarck, 
while Msgr. Ligutti gave the prin
cipal address at the mass meeting 
of the State convention at Melrose. 

Of special interest to Conference 
members is the action taken by the 0 

Melrose convention directing that 
a "practical farmers' conference 
be arranged under auspices of the 
Minnesota Central Verein during 
the coming winter." Tentative 
plans call for a two-day confer
ence to be held in January at St. 
John's abbey, Collegeville, Minn., 
which, it will be remembered, was 
host last summer to the first Rural 
Life Summer School for Priests. 
Six discussion periods are contem
plated during which the farmers 
present at the conference will have 
ample opportunity to express their 
views concerning various phases of 
the Rural Problem as presented in 
brief factual statements by special
ists in the several fields contem
plated for discussion. 

The project merits not only 
the sympathetic interest but also 
the active cooperation of the Con
ference which will be represented 
at the St. John's 'sessions by at 
least two of its national officers. 
For it may be destined to provide 
the long-awaited pattern to 
develop the Catholic farm leaders 
who, together with the country 
pastor, will prepare the soil and 
sow the seed of Conference think
ing in the broad acres of the land. 

The 1941 Convention 

• Plans are already under way for 
the 1941 convention of the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference to be held in Jefferson City, 
Missouri, October 5 to 8, 1941, 
under the auspices of His Excel
lency, Most Rev. John J. Glen
non, Archbishop of St. Louis. 

In the statement welcoming the 
Conference to his Archdiocese, 
Archbishop Glennon declared: 

"Without a healthy and over
flowing spring a river cannot come 
into being. The sea would dry up 
without the rivers; so a sound and 
abundant Catholic rural popula
tion is necessary to maintain a 
prosperous urban Catholicity. The 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference is' dedicated to the achieve
ment of economic, social and spir
itual security for rural America. 

"We welcome the 1941 conven
tion to our archdiocese and to the 
State capitoL fully conscious of the 
good to be accomplished." 

V ery Rev. Msgr. Leo J. Steck, 
diocesan director of the Catholic 
Rural Life Bureau, will head the 
convention committee on arrange
ments, assisted by the Rev. 
Rudolph B. Schuler, secretary of 
the bureau, Krakow, Mo. 

The Rt. Rev. Msgr. John B. 
Pleus, D.D., speaking for the Jef
ferson City deanery, told Confer
ence officers, the priests and peo
ple of the section, "we are proud 
to offer the hospitality and facili
ties of our capitol city to the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference. Jefferson City and sur
rounding territory are looking for
ward to the October meeting." 

Rev. Father Joseph A. Vogel
weid, pastor of St. Peter's par
ish, located near the Capitol 
square, is confident that ample 
room will be available in the Par
ish Catholic Culture center and 

. magnificent school building to 
accommodate the visiting delegates. 
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IILEBENSRAUM11··A6RARIANISM VS. WAR 

THE overcrowded condition in a 
world of land-hungry nations. 

whose soils are being impoverished 
by erosion and misuse while pop
ulations increase. demands a new 
conception of individual and 
national obligation to the earth 
and to posterity. When men are 
unfaithful stewards in their use of 
the land they bring a curse upon 
themselves and upon succeeding 
inhabitants. They find the very 
source of livelihood washed away. 
gradually and diabolically impov
erishing them. Life becomes such 
a struggle for mere physical exist
ence as to warp and crush the 
human spirit. bringing on revolu
tions. war. migrations. or political 
and social decadence. In time the 
insidious forces of soil erosion and 
land wastage reach proportions 
beyond the control and resources 
of individual tillers of the soil; 
wearied and discouraged. they 
migrate. rebel. fight. or perish in 
the wrecks of misused land. 

Travels through the morgues of 
former prosperous areas. now des
olate and depopulated. are depress
ing to one who reads the Macbeth
ian tragedy written far and wide 
on the landscape. It is appalling 
to see ruins of once great cities. 
of civilizations and flourishing cul
tures. strewn like weather beaten 
skeletons in the graveyard of their 
erosion-wasted lands. In North 
Africa we found huge olive presses 
littering areas where today not an 
olive tree grows within the circle· 
of the horizon. Ruins of stone 
wine presses were there in great 
numbers as the only indication of 
the land-use before man-induced 
erosion had transformed its pro
ductivity into desolation. Thistles 
and thorn-brush are the inherit-

16 

In an article published in the 
January, 1940, issue of AMERICAN 
FORiESTS, the magazine of the 
American, Forestry Association, 
Washington, D.C., under' the title 
"The Eleventh Commandment," 
Dr. Lowdermilk, assistant chief of 
the Soil Conservation Service, gives 
a vivid word picture of the results 
of land exploitation as he has ,dis
covered them in a fifteen months' 
survey of fifteen countries of the 
Old World. His studies took him 
over 30,000 miles by plane, auto
mobile, boat and afoot. Dr. Lowder
milk has graciously permitted us 
to reprint portions of his article 
and while these concern principally 
man's use of the soil as it relates 
to soil erosion, soil and water con
servation, and flood control, his 
findings indicate such a direct con
nection between the proper use of 
the soil and the wealth and con
tentment of nations that we felt 
justified in using as the caption of 
this reprint the word which has 
come to express national land hun
ger as a cause of modern war. Per
haps its use here will serve to indi
cate that the agrarian movement 
of which the National Catholic 
RUl"al Life Conference is definitely 
a part has a contribution to make 
not only to the cause of national 
economic an,d social reconstruction 
but to that of world peace as well. 

ance of occasional Bedouin nomads 
who are ready to fight for every 
water hole and blade of grass 
which appears after rains. They 
pitch their tents on the ruins of 
magnificent stone structures. whose 
floors were masterpieces of mosaics. 
whose porticoes were supported 
by massive columns and whose 
courts were beautified by marble 
statuary. Behind all these ruins is 
the stirring drama of hunger. in
vasion. and destruction of life. 
Death of fertile lands and of their 
peoples is a nameless tragedy writ
ten across landscape after land
scape. Ruins of the land ar~ more 
tragic than ruins of cities. 

It fills one with consternation 
to visit regions which have lain 
desolate and unproductive for cen
turies with their beautifully cut 
stone dams completely silted up 

as at Kurnub. m the Negeb of 
Palestine. or terraces broken down 
as above Petra and Jerash. in 
Trans-Jordan. or aqueducts crUm_ 
bled as in North Africa. In north_ 
ern Syria. southeast of AntiOch 
we found erosion at its worst on ~ 
m~11ion a.cres of lands. which sup
plIed anCIent Rome wlth its finest 
wines and olive oil. Here erosion 
has swept off to bed rock from 
three to six feet of productive soil 
and transformed the ancient vine
yards into a vast and glaring man
made desert. In this desolation a 
hundred "dead cities." or villages. 
of beautifully cut stone. 100m 
ghost-like as tombstones on the 
horizon as evidence of the ancient 
prosperity of this populous area. 
Such areas were abandoned when 
the erosion-wasted soils would no 
longer feed the inhabitants. 

It was astonishing and revealing 
to find Mesopotamia literally cov
ered with miniature mountain 
ranges of silt. some ten. twenty. 
and up to fifty feet in height, piled 
beside the ancient ltngation 
ditches. This silt, the offspring of 
erosion in overgrazed watersheds. 
tells a story of the ceaseless strug
gles of millions of nameless toilers, 
before the potentially rich irrigated 
lands were allowed to revert again 
to desert. when due to wars or po
litical decadence, the cleaning of 
silt from the canals was no longer 
continued. This valley. which for
merly maintained from 30,000,-
000 to 50,000,000 people, sup
porting renowned civilizations of 
culture, refinement and learning, 
now maintains on a very low 
standard about 5,000,000, whose 
comforts and accomplishments are 
a sad commentary on the decadence 
of cultures. 

The Negeb and Sinai region is 
believed by Jarvis to have sup
ported fully 100,000 inhabitants, 
but now it scarcely suffices for two 
thousand Bedouins. In Trans-Jor-
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studies by the American 
,"C,l'\."''''''> of Oriental Research reveal 

extensive ancient agriculture 
more than a thousand years 

f C. to the seventh century A. D. 
loss of fertile soil and the 

reduction of food supply 
the lands of Trans-Jordan 

greater than the proportional 
in population. The food 

and the standards of living 
embellished cities among the 

tured ancients have little coun-
terpart in the rough stone houses 
and wretched villages, and in the 

of illiterate Bedouins of 
.today. 

The staggering soil wastage of 
North China is unbelievable. His
torical records show that mountain 

'slopes of North China were once 
heavily forested. Populations 
increased and exceeded the carry
ing capacities of alluvial valleys, 
thereupon farmers cleared away the 
forests and pushed cultivation 
higher and higher up the slopes. 
Trees were cut, the fertile soils 
were dug up and planted to crops. 
In from three to twenty years, 
depending upon gradients of 
slopes, the soils were washed off 
and farmers abandoned these fields 
to clear new lands. Finally, this 
shifting cultivation was pushed up 
slopes to the summits. Accelerated 
erosion cut great gullies, and bared 
the rocky flanks of the mountains. 
Today, hundreds of millions of 
acres have been seriously reduced 
from production to barren slopes 
and labyrinths of gullies. Peren
nial streams are gone; lowlands 
have been damaged by debris from 
the slopes; old irrigation systems 
have been clogged and put out of 
use, while floods far away in low

. lands and deltas of the rivers rise 
to higher stages and cause enor-

mous destruction of life, limb and 
property. 

Some students have attributed 
this disastrous loss of productiv
ity, and disiccation, to adverse cli
matic change. But throughout 
northwest China I found temple 
forests as green emeralds in ugly 
settings of gully-riddled land
scapes, reproducing themselves nat
urally 'in the Pl7E'sent p'revailing 
climate. In several remote areas I 
found the diabolic process at work 
where a virgin forest was being 
cleared, not for timber, but to get 
at the soil for food production. 
The deep soils were sowed to 
crops; soil erosion soon destroyed 
the' fruitfulness of the sloping 
lands. 

In spite of this vast destruction 
by increased populations hard
pressed for food, the Chinese in 
the alluvial and rice growing areas 
are the world's best farmers. For 
six thousand years they have 
farmed these lands which still pro
duce four crops and more yearly. 
In west and south China, espe
cially, they have level-terraced all 
slopes by infinite labor and 
patience, and have shown what 
good stewardship of land may be. 

During five expeditions into 
North China prior to 1927, my 
experimental studies determined 
for the first time comparative rates 
and amounts of run-off and soil 
erosion from land within temple 
forests and adjoining like areas 
which had been cultivated and 
denuded. We found that often 
sixty times as much water, in the 
form of liquid mud, flowed from 
cultivated and barren areas as from 
the forest. The run -off from the 
latter was scarcely disclosed, show
ing little or no erosion, while the 
storm run-off on denuded areas 
tore away the soil, causing perma
nent loss to the land. 

On the basis of these measure
ments cf widespread soil loss by 
erosion, my estimate is that soil 
has been removed to an average 
depth of from twelve to eighteen 

(Continued on page 20) 
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A STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 
(Continued from page 2) 

farming. Each farm of this kind 
means the displacement of many 
families. Temporarily it brings 
about overproduction. Soil mining 
is also a result of large scale mech
anized farming. 

The Conference advocates a 
type of education for rural youth 
which will give rural youth a 
proper appreciation of values and 
of the advantages of rural living, 
as well as provide the training and 
knowledge nedessary to make a 
success of farming. The Confer
ence advocates a leisure time pro
gram adapted to the needs and 
tastes of rural youth. The Confer
ence advocates a revision of our 
tax structure to favor home own
ership and to shift the unfair tax 
burden which now rests on the 
farming group. 

For industrial workers the Con
ference favors the development of 
a program whereby they may have 
the opportunity to derive a por
tion of their income from the land. 
The Conference is committed to 
the belief that it would be wis
dom on the part of· the owners 
of large industrial plants to help 
their employees acquire ownership 
of homes on small tracts for part 
time farming. Such a procedure 
would result in groups of prosper
ous and satisfied employees who 
would be inclined to work for the 
best interest of their employers. 

During the past few years we 
have spent billions for direct relief. 
Weare about where we started, 
except for the elaborate relief sys
tems which have been set up in 
every State of the Union, as if it 
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were necessary that vast numbers 
of relief clients be always with us. 
In the small towns and cities of 
the rural States there is gathering 
an increasing proletariat composed 
largely of W. P. A. workers. They 
come from the farm. Many of 
them are attracted by W. P. A. 
wages. Strange as it may seem, 
young people get married and go 
to the town to get on W. P. A. 
Instead of spending so much mon
ey for relief. it would seem wiser 
to spend more of it in re-establish
ing people on the land. Industry 
can never again hope to reabsorb 
the vast army of unemployed. 
Resettlement on family-size farms, 
or at least on subsistence home
steads, would seem the feasible 
solution. 

While the Conference recognizes 
the need and the value of Govern
ment intervention in the solution 
of the farm problem, it also recog
nizes that Government interven
tion alone can never liberate the 
farmer from his difficulties. Com
mendable are the efforts of the 
Government to aid the farmers in 
recapturing ownership through 
loans at reasonable interest rates. 
Unfortunately this program has 
not been on a scale large enough to 
achieve noticeable results. The con
servation and soil-use program of 
the Government is also worthy of 
commendation. Forceful Govern
ment measures will be required to 
prevent the further wastage of our 
greatest natural resource, namely, 
the soil. While legislation can help 
in the solution of the farm prob
lem, it is folly for the farmer to 

• 
IN 1941--

The 19th annual convention of the 
National Cathol ic Rural Life Confer
ence will meet October 5th to 9th at 
Jefferson City, capital of the State of 
Missouri. Conference members in 
the ·'Show Me" State have promised 
to demonstrate what can be done 
with intensive work. We are certain 
all of you will be anxious to be there 
and be shown! 
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depend entirely, or even chiefly, on 
Government to get him out of his 
troubles. It is well for the farmer 
to remember that if he is ever 
going to get out of his difficulties, 
he must go out on his own power; 
hence the National Catholic Rural 
Life Conference recommends 
cooperation and education rather 
than Government intervention as 
the chief means of bringing secur
ity and independence to the farm
ing group. 

What has the Conference 
achieved during the past year? The 
president of the Conference occa
sionally receives letters which indi
cate that many people fail to grasp 
the purpose of the organization. 
The purpose of the Conference is 
educational. It does not undertake 
directly to organize cooperatives or 
credit unions or to direct move
ments for the recapture of land 
ownership. It does, however, hope 
that some of the ideas which it 
originates and fosters are being 
translated into action throughout 
the Nation. Here and there 
throughout the Nation you will 
find noteworthy achievements to 
the credit of members of the 
National Catholic Rural Life Con
ference. 

The Conference points with just 
pride to the CATHOLIC RURAL 
LIFE BULLETIN, which under the 
able editorship of Rev. Dr. James 
A. Byrnes, continues to retain the 
high standard set by its first issue 
in 1937. The Conference finds spe
cial satisfaction in the two weeks 
rural life school inaugurated for 
rural pastors during the past year 
at St. John's University under the 
auspices of the Conference. A select 
group of forty pastors from eight 
dioceses were present. The listen
ers-in at a Rural Life convention 
are apt to say, "You have some
thing there," and then dismiss the 
subject with their good wishes and 
perhaps their blessings. Converts 
to the cause obtained at a Rural 
Life convention are not infre
quently no more permanent than 
the converts of the sawdust trail. 
Without further attention their 

fervor soon dies down; but the 
converts to Rural Life obtained 
through the two weeks' seminar 
course in our Rural Life schaal 
are apt to remain ardent ruralists. 
The success of the school warrants 
its continuance and expansion to 
other parts of the Nation. 

In speaking of the accomplish
ments of the Rural Life Conference 
I would like to make a passing 
reference to part of the story that 
will never be written. It is a story 
of hidden sacrifice on the part of 
those that have labored over the 
years to make possible such a dem
onstration as you see here this 
week and to make possible the 
development of that marvelous 
philosophy of rural living which 
is recognized today far beyond the 
borders of the Church. In the 
ranks of the Rural Life Confer
ence are men and women who have 
given unselfishly of their time and 
even of their substance to carryon 
the work of the Conference. As I 
am reporting on the work of the 
past year, I would like to make 
special mention of three, namely, 
Msgr. Luigi G. Ligutti, the execu
tive secretary; Rev. Dr. James A. 
Byrnes, the past executive secretary 
and editor of the CATHOLIC 
RURAL LIFE BULLETIN; and the 
Very Rev. William T. Mulloy, a 
former president of the organiza
tion. These have rendered me very 
special assistance during the year. 
If the Conference has not achieved 
more, it is because of lack of finan
cial support. It could do much 
more during the coming year with 
more financial assistance. It 
depends largely upon memberships 
for support, diocesan memberships 
on the part of the bishops, and 
individual members on the part 
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priests and lay people. I should 
to see every diocese with a 

.'!iIOl,"""" membership and I should 
to see our other memberships 

many times. The indi
diocesan membership costs 

a year and individual mem
$2 a year. The RURAL 

ULLETIN is mailed out to 
members. If we succeed in 

>IIIIU·""".'H)'; our membership, we can 
great things during the com
year. 

of the future? Despite the 
which always marks 

national conventions, the 
which confronts the 

Ill1aLJ'VH,"" Catholic Rural' Life Con
would discourage all but 

stout of heart. The progress 
been slow and will be slow. 

slowness is not because the 
lacks fundamental sound

for no one who has listened
questions the soundness of the 

from page 7) 

in the back of his wagon 
in the Model "T." 

Every Saturday the farm boys 
girls would come in and work 

Father Dunn. They dug the 
. and they built the 
When they had finished, 

all went to confession, had a 
and danced until it was 

to go home. 

As the months passed a beauti
stone church began to appear. 

Irr()te~;ta:nts' in town became inter
and they began to help. 

Today that town has a magni
stone church, owned free and 
It is a people's church. And 

~~"UC!HaHy, most of the Protest
ants became Catholics before it was 
done. They just couldn't help lov
ing a priest who cured souls-and 
knew not only how to be a farmer 

also knew how to lay ,stones 
and pour concrete. 

program, nor do they question its 
absolute necessity. The Conference 
aims to effect fundamental changes 
in the thinking of both the city 
and the country. Its program is 
confronted with prejudices and 
mind-sets, resulting from two gen
erations of false education. Greed 
and selfishness along with the force 
of vested interests stand in the 
way. Progress is slow also because 
it is difficult to get people to forego 
immediate temporal gains for more 
distant and substantial returns. 
The tastes of people must be ele
vated if we are to overcome the 
glittering attractions of city life. 
The task is not an easy one; the 
cynic is apt to say nothing can 
be done about it. 

Someone has coined the expres
sion "romantic agrarians" to des
ignate a certain group who sing 
the glories of rural life. I think 
the expression complimentary; all 

The other story is the story of 
Tompkinsville, Nova Scotia. In 
Tompkinsville the town is called 
after Father Jimmy Tompkins, 
pioneer in the Nova Scotia cooper
ative movement. It is a lot better 
to name a town after a priest than 
to call a priest a lot of names. And 
the moral is obvious. 

Well, they had a few rocks and 
much wood at Tompkinsville, so 
Father Jimmy got his men to 
study building, housing and all 
things related. They didn't have a 
cent to their names, but they had 
a priest-leader, and they had brains 
and brawn. . 

During a winter they built 
model houses. in order to learn all 
about the practical engineering of 
home construction. That kept up 
their interest as well as taught 
them a lot about house building. 

When spring came, the men 
worked in groups of four or six. 
They dug foundations, they used 
their yew rocks for the foundation 
walls, and they hewed wood for 
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agrarians are romantic, as roman
tic as Christians. The Christian is. 
romantic because he believes it pos
sible to get men to live together 
unselfishly and to take into con
sideration the welfare of others., 
The agrarian is romantic because 
he believes that the tastes of peo
ple can be developed so that they' 
will prefer the simplicity, indepen
dence, and security of a rural home 
to the glittering attractions of city 
life. It is part of our Christian~ 
heritage to believe that people can, 
be moved to subordinate the mate
rial to the spiritual. To be a Chris
tian or an agrarian is to be ideal ~ 
istic enough to believe that people 
can be induced to follow the course 
necessary to preserve our civiliza
tion. Essential for the preservation 
of our civilization are the sound' 
principles on rural living advo
cated by the National Catholic' 
Rural Life Conference. 

the rafters and the body of the 
house. Step by step, by themselves 
and using their own powers of 
body and mind, they built their
own houses. Today the poor Nova, 
Scotia miners have found a way 
to better housing. 

They didn't get it from the 
Government. They didn't saddle 
themselves with debt. They just' 
talked common sense with their' 
pastor, and they used their brains; 
and the brawn God gave them. 

If the poor fishermen of Nova 
Scotia could do it, why can't we' 
people here do it? If a Catholic' 
priest in Connecticut had the' 
brains and courage to dirty his 
hands and follow in the steps of 
his Master, can we do less? 

I not only believe we can, I 
KNOW we can. All of us. But it 
requires the use of brain and' 
brawn . . . and in this day and 
age, despite the temptation to sit 
back and let George do it, it CAN 
be done, if Catholic priests ana 
Catholic laymen DO it. 



'''LEBENSRAUM''-AGRARIANISM 
VS. WAR 

(Continued from page 17) 

inches from hundreds of millions 
'of acres of sloping lands in north
west China by man-induced ero
sion. By such diabolic processes 
areas formerly capable of support
ing great populations in prosper
itv, now provide meager existence 
f~r lesser numbers. 

Until very recently, the disicca
tion and torrential flooding of 
inhabited areas was considered an 
act of a Supreme Being. That man 
may be a decisive factor to so
called vagaries of many natural 
phenomena is a recent conception. 
The rapid growth of this idea may 
be partly attributed to the fact 
that America has developed disic
,cated and unproductive lands more 
rapid1 y than ever before in the 
history of the world. Effects have 
followed so closely on the heels 
of causes that the reasons are glar
ingly obvious to students of land 
problems. Striking transforma
tions have been visible to eye wit
nesses within a single generation. 
We have come to know soil ero
:sion for what it is. 

The exploitation of great areas, 
whether in America, Africa, Aus
tralia, or elsewhere, where farm
ers and stockmen have cleared and 
-grazed new lands at a rate hitherto 
unknown, tell the same story. 
Within the memory of the present 
inhabitants of certain portions of 
the world, men have witnessed the 
transformation of fertile plains 
from luxuriant vegetation, into 
barren, windswept, desert-like 
lands, periodically whirling bliz
zards of fine soils to parts 
unknown, and leaving behind 
:sandy hummocks. Stockmen tell 
'of grazing paradises, which within 
their day have been depleted of 
vegetation and gouged with gul
lies. People who paid taxes for the 
building of irrigation dams and 
reservoirs have already seen some 
of them abandoned and useless, 
while other reservoirs are silting 
up at an alarming rate. 

The vast vlrgm forests of all 
these newly exploited continents 
have largely disappeared under 
wasteful exploitation. It has been 
annihtlation rather than rational 
cutting with a planned mainte
nance of the forest for sustained 
yield, and for the control of ero
sion and flashy storm run-off. In 
a few countries such as Germany, 
Italy, and Japan, a high concep
tion of the permanent value of 
natural resources for future 
national greatness has been devel
oped as a vital policy of national 
planning. Germany and Japan are 
exemplary in forest and land con
servation. Italy is rushing her pro
gram of conservation and reclama
tion as a basis for a greater empire. 

Fortunately, though belated, a 
national movement for soil and 
water conservation has been initi
ated within the past few years 
which has aroused the American 
people to the menace of soil ero
sion. This enemy of civilizations 
has already destroyed or seriously 
impoverished 282,000,000 acres 
of American lands and impaired 
the productivity of 775,000,000 
acre~ more. As a result, the United 
States has begun the largest and 
most comprehensive movement for 
soil and water conservation in the 
history of the world. But only a 
beginning has been made; it must 
be continued and enlarged. 

If a nation would project itself 
into the future it must protect its 
lands from the ravages of soil ero
sion. When la;ncls are 'impover
ished, peoples lower their stand
ards, both physically and spirit
ually. Soil erosion expresses itself 
as a deficiency disease of the land 
which begets deficiency of food, 
vitality, and higher values for peo
ples and nations. 

As we travel through those 
lands which have been farmed for 
centuries, and over which destruc
tive armies have marched and 
nomads have run their herds, 
where peoples have risen to vary
ing degrees of culture and have 
been thrown back again to primi
tive conditions, we are deeply 

moved by the futility, 
ness, and ineffable sadness of In,,,'."'''' 
effort to adjust himself to 
land. Everywheri! in the 
home of mankind one sees 
dence, ruins, fragments of a gr€:atet'lal~!Uclng 
past. It is an arresting 
How can we make peoples rea,lIz,~l1dUC€'U 
that present day agricultural vu':r.""fUJU 

atiom have everlasting .,'·'5." • .u,,"!I[:p~n 
for the generations that are 
are to come? 

Soil erosion, the destroyer 
land, has been diagnosed; its n¥r. ,,",I":"~~ 
cesses are known and its control 
is possible. The hope for the future 
lies in a realization that man has 
an obligation born of a higher eco. 
nomics, a moral obligation to 
bountiful Mother Earth which 
must llourish all present and future lII'UllV.Uu~u 
human beings as long as it lasts. 
It is nothing short of criminal for 
individuals of one generation to 
sacrifice the right of future man 
to survive because of traditions of 
special privileges to exploit the 
earth. The present and future well
being of a people calls for long IIllaL.LVH~' 
range policies for the maintenance 
of productive lands and resources. 
These policies must be founded on lII1CCIllOIIll'l.O 

what is right for the greatest num
ber of people in the long run. It 
becomes a matter of social econom
ics and national ethics. Practices of 
land use which work against the ~'LVJ'U"'''' 
good of the whole must be regu
lated, whether by law or public 
opinion, to achieve a dual ~u:
pose: to maintain individual 1m- lions, bE 

expresses 
posterity 
earth as 1 

lions. T 
which ar 
civiliza til 
descenda: 
with the 
vation ic 
individu 
familv I 

outward 
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and to safeguard the integ
of resources. 

nplIl!iC~)\.~IlV1LaLlU'" is self-limiting and 
. It uses up the principal 

makes no provision for future 
·.IJ.'U"~"'·5 of the national resources 

Finally when a nation is 
to desperation to supply 

for its people, it will go to 
expense far b~yond any tax 

yet known to cultivate 
soils. Rock wall ter

in old lands prove the Her
labor and expense to which 
will go to maintain a food 
; the cost of such terracing 

lands would amount to 
thousand dollars an acre at 

wages today. Yet such works 
carried out to survive. The 

of survival prevailed. 
Land thus becomes, not an eco

. commodity, but an integral 
of the corporate existence of 

even as its people. This 
justifies the safeguarding 
and the restoration of 

uded areas on a basis of 
!Ill~'.lUJ.lal ethics and national econ

Economic considerations of 
must be shot through with 

llII"U'l1VL111·'~" of a higher order to meet 
of sustained land use 

vely for generations to 

Thus for the very endurance of 
an ethical approach to 

use as a trusteeship, to be used 
handed down in a productive 

. to succeeding genera-
becomes imperative. Man 

his moral obligation to 
as surely through the 

as through his social institu
The fertile or sterile lands 
are passed on to feed future 

izations are, apart from blood 
dants, our most direct link 

With the future. The ethical moti
identifies the interests of the 

with those of one's own 
of today and tomorrow, 

outward through local groups to 
the nation, and eventually to man
kind. It draws support and depth 
from experiences of the past to 
long range vision and conservation 
for the. future. 

CHAPEL IN THE FIELDS ------_ 

(Official Rural life Song) 

Near the chapel in the fields lovely chil-dren 
are singing litanies. Around the chapel in the 
fields the lindens are bending in the breeze, 
the bees are humming songs in praise of Mary, 
and peasant children hail her as their Mother; 
A ve Maria, Ave Maria. 

Near the chapel in the fields golden flowers 
perfume the evening air. Around the chapel 
in the fields the birds sing sweet praises to 
their queen, and Mary hears in holy calm of 
ev'ning, the songs of joy the nightingales are 
singing; Ave Maria, Ave Maria. 

Near the chapel in the fields lies the village, 
how peacefully it sleeps. Around the chapel in 
the fields the stars shine in praise of Mary. 
And Mary bends to catch the ling'ring Aves and 
bless her children in their peaceful slumber. 
Ave Maria, Ave Maria. 

Each nation today needs to have 
many a Moses of land conserva
tion, to instill in the national con
sciousness the principle of an Elev
enth Commandment to regulate 
man's relation to the holy earth 
as a faithful steward, to conserve 
its productivity from generation to 
generation. Then fields will be 
protected from soil erosion, water 
brooks from drying up, and hills 
from overgrazing by herds, and 
future generations may be assured 
of abundance forever. 

With the recognition of man's 
moral obligation to Mother Earth. 
each nation must assume the 
responsibility of taking over the 
reclamation of wasted heritages by 
unfaithful stewards whose lands 
have become sterile stones and rid
dled with wasting gullies, and by 
intelligent land use bring them 
back to productivity as much as 
possible. When its resources are 
fully husbanded in the advanced 
knowledge of full conservation, 
the possibilities of the earth for 

increased populations are far 
beyond the imagination of man
kind in general. If the vast energies 
of the human race could be directed. 
toward a goal of conservation' 
instead of destruction and despoli
ation, the good earth would 
respond with abundance of food 
for all. 

Only: by conservation .in the' 
fullest sense, of the basic resources' 
of land, water, and the spirit of 
peoples, can we maintain the' 
human values of wholesome stand
ards of living, opportunity, free-· 
dom, justice and faith in the des
tiny of our modern civilization .. 
Only in conservation have we the
assurance of continued progress in 
the search for that something: 
which has led humanity out of thl> 
stone age to a modern industrial' 
age of development. Only by con
servation can we be led on to a 
higher spiritual and physical deve!· 
opment which will express itself 
in stewardship of the earth for the 
well-being of humanity for aIr 
time. 
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SOME A6RARIAN 

:BE6INNIN6S 

,l. f. ",., C.S8.R. 

A GRARIANISM in most of its 
aspects can hardly be called 

a new phenomenon in history, 
even though today agrarians may 
be seeing and expressing more 
dearly than ever before the philo
sophical and moral basis of the 
well-being and happiness attached 
to life on the land. Several move
ments have been begun within the 
last decade (in this country, at 
least) which, while differing in 
:some respects, are all united b~ a 
<common enthusiasm for agranan 
'ideals. It should be interesting as 
well as useful for Catholic rural
ists to examine the origins of these 
movements because their interests 
,are allied with ours, and because 
'Cooperation on both sides would 
mean an increase of strength and 
-vigor in the agrarian crusade. 

It may seem at first sight that 
there is· little to be gained from 
association with English agrarians 
,or "distributists." Conditions 
there are so different than in the 
United States, and the problem 
,demands different methods of 
approach. Moreover, no one can 
foretell what drastic changes will 
be brought about in the British 
.economy by the present war. 

It is not so much in the line 
,of actual and practical suggestion 
that Distributism can help us, but 
in the vast more important realm 
of theory and idea, and this as 
developed especially by two of the 
rrreatest Catholic writers of our 
'" 

Rev. Louis G. Miller, C.Ss.R., Imma
,culate Conception Seminary, Oconomo
woc, Wis. 

time: G. K. Chesterton and Hilaire 
Belloc. 

It was (as may be (}cpected) a 
stirring controversy which led to 
the formulation of their distrib
utist ideals. Belloc and Chesterton 
were in 1908 writing for the New 
Age, a magazine long since lament
ably defunct. H. G. Wells and 
George Bernard Shaw had had 
some previous tiffs with the "Ches
terbelloc," and now, as staunch 
Socialists, they took exception to 
an article of Belloc's in which he 
stated that "the desire for property 
was normal to man," and another 
by Chesterton defending the same 
thesis. 

This controversy was brilliantly 
carried on for some time, and Bel
loc's thought in the matter finally 
found full expression in "The Ser
vile State," undoubtedly the classic 
work in defense of ownership. 
Chesterton after some years 
brought his thoughts together in 
The Outline of Sanity, in which, 
in true Chestertonian style, he 
preached a crusade against Big Bus
iness and a back-to-the-land move
ment of heroic proportions. 

The result of their efforts was 
the eventual formation of an 
enthusiastic Distributist League, 
the organ of which was G. K.'s 
Weekly (after Chesterton's death 
its name was changed to the 
Weekly Review). To page 
through the issues of this maga
zine when Chesterton and Belloc 
were active in the cause of Distrib
utism is to find them at their wit
tiest and most wise; dealing with 
every sort of objection to their 

thesis as well as with 
other problems of the day. There 
were and are, of course, other cap_ 
able writers engaged in the lonely 
Distributist crusade in England. 
Father Vincent McNabb has SOtne 
stirring pages, and Mr. Harold 
Robbin's recent book, The Sun of 
Justice, was well received. 

The aim of the Distributists is, 
as I have said, somewhat wider 
than ours in that it contemplates 
not only a return to the land, but 
a complete reorganization of 
industrial life. But the mUltiplica
tion of owners on the land is 
essential in Belloc's eyes. In The 
Restoration of Property (which is 
the sequel to The Servile State) he 
categorically states that the prop
erty to be restored means primarily 
and has always meant land. And 
elsewhere he states that unless a 
predominating number of the pop
ulation of any country are rooted "lIlllI.1U~C' 
in the land, that country is on the "'IVLlVJL<'~ 
way ·towards the Servile State. 
Both he and Chesterton insist that 
emphasis must be placed on the 
desire to own land; people must 
be made to want to become farm
ers. This is indeed heresy to our !lII;. •• ~"'T<"''''' 

age of pseudo-city culture, but 
anyone can see that unless the pe~
pIe want to own property, 1t 1S 
useless to lecture them on what 
to do as owners. 

Mr. Hilaire Belloc is the con
necting link between the En~lisb 
Distributists and the Amet1can 
Agrarians. It was in the pages of 
the American Review that Belloe's 
"Restoration of Property" first 
appeared, and most of the early 
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writers on the subject 
no secret of their admiration 

and dependence upon him .. 

The American Review appeared 
the first time in 193 1, with 

Collins as editor, and from 
start made agrarianism or de~ 

. one of the planks 
its editorial platform. Writers 

both sides of the Atlantic, 
Belloc and Chesterton, 

regular articles on the 

Shortly before this American 
thought had been crys~ 

lIIt."" ...... ,u in a book in which a num~ 
of ardent agrarians from all 

of life defended their con ~ 
!lY"'C"',"'~ on the subject, with spe~ 

reference to the plight of the 
The book was called I'll 

My Stand, and its tone was 
hostile to glorified American 

. that it was either 
or made fun of by the 

press. I'll Take My 
is unfortunately out of print 

d can hardly be secured today, 
it was responsible for a move~ 

which has been steadily 
in popularity. 

late years the emphasis has 
placed on Decentralization 

than on pure Agrarianism, 
d the doctrine has been applied 
the country as a whole instead 
primarily to the problems of 
South. Undoubtedly the most 

and erudite writer in the 
field of Agrarianism is Mr. 

Agar, who in several 
has ably defended the thesis 

our country was founded on 
agrarian ideals, and must return to 
an agrarian basis if it is to survive. 

In conjunction with Mr. Allen 
Tate, one of the editors of I'll 
Take My Stand, Mr. Agar has 
edited Who Owns America?, a 
symposium touching on all aspects 
of agrarianism and decentralism. 
Pinally, Mr. Agar's name appears 
also as editor of Free America, a 
monthly magazine in which the 
principles of decentralism find 

expression, and which is meeting 
with an ever more enthusiastic 
reception throughout the country. 

Mr. John Chamberlain pointed 
out recently that to Ralph Borsodi ' 
belongs the distinction of being the 
first in a long line of Agrarians 
who actually made his ideas work. 
Mr. Borsodi is known the country 
over for his homestead projects 
in New York, the first of which 
was founded in 1935. Forty acres 
of land were purchased near Suf~ 
fern, and subdivided into one and 
two acre homestead plots for small 
income families who could pur~ 
chase the land at cost. The theory 
of the Borsodis is, of course, that 
subsistence farming offers not only 
an escape from the insecurity and 
insufficiency of industrialism, but 
that it is actually the best and most 
natural sort of life a man can live. 
This in itself is not a new concept, 
but the Borsodis have devoted 
their lives to the practical demon~ 
stration of how the ideal can be 
worked out. 

Several homestead projects have 
sprung up along the lines of the 
original one, and the Borsodis 
have mapped out the course to be 
taken by beginners in homestead~ 
ing so well that even inexperienced 
city dwellers can make a go of it. 
It is' Mr. Borsodi's achievement 
that any number of examples can 
be found not only in his own State 
of New York, but throughout the 
country. 

Several books have been pub
lished by Mr. Borsodi, among 
them The Flight from the City 
and This Ugly Civilization, and 
they are all alive with his own 
enthusiasm and full of a simplicity 
which attracts even when he is 
discussing the rather complicated 
problem of how to make oneself 
independent of the city water sys
tem. Mr. and Mrs. Borsodi also 
sponsor a "School of Living," in 
which they teach by practical dem
onstration their own methods of 
successful homesteading. 
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It would not be true to say that 
Catholics have until recently taken 
no interest at all in these problems 
of agrarianism. Ever since the first 
Rural Life Conference in 1923, 
when Bishop Wehrle made hiS' 
now famous statement that "there
is something almost sacramental 
about life on the land," a devoted 
group of Catholics have been try
ing to make themselves heard. 
And, of course, Msgr. Ligutti must 
be counted among the leaders in 
the homesteading movement. 
Thank God, the flame has at last 
begun to spread, as witness the
numbers who attended the recent 
Rural Life convention at St. 
Cloud. 

Catholics are, of course, con
cerned primarily-and should be
concerned - with the religiouS' 
aspects of the rural problem. But 
these are so intertwined with the
cultural and economic problems 
that we must also devote our atten
tion to them. There has been a fine
spirit of cooperation among Cath
olic and non-Catholic agrarians in 
these matters, and it seems to me 
that that spirit should be encour
aged by a mutual study of aims. 
and objects. Only by such coopera
tion can we hope to be an active
influence in the rebuilding of civ
ilization which must take place 
after the conclusion of the Sec
ond World War. 



1HAW, CHESTERTON, 

AND THE COUNTRY BOY 

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW 
once said something about 

Americans being especially inter
·ested in George Bernard Shaw 
because he abuses Americans. One 
of these abuses was nothing less 
than that of denouncing America 
.as a civilization of villages and a 
nation of villagers. 

As for myself, I wish that 
George Bernard Shaw had spoken 
the truth when he said that. But 
it is at best a half-truth and there
fore no truth at all. Now Chester
ton evidently knew America much 
better. He finds fault with George 
Bernard Shaw. In characteristically 
paradox manner Chesterton makes 
two bold statements: "Citizenship 
has vanished from the cities . . ." 
and "In regarding America as 
merely rustic, he (Shaw) does not 
so much condemn it unfairly as 
compliment it too much. In so far 
as America retains certain rural 
truths and traditions, it is exactly 
by those ... that she may yet sur
vive and succeed." 

It would all be very enlighten
lng if what Chesterton meant by 
"citizenship" could be exactly 
-defined. But he did not stop to 
-define it. What I do not think he 
meant is that citizenship is vanish
ing from the cities because the citi
zens of the cities are moving out 
into the country, but rather that 
the citizens of the cities are ceasing 
to be citizens in the sense of ceas
ing to be just plan, blunt persons. 

In spite of much talk about 
.agrarian movements and city folks 
leaving the towns for the farms, 
our cities have not decreased in 
population at all. Apartment 

houses, bigger than ever before, are 
still being built-and still being 
filled. 

America is not going to be 
saved, therefore, by a sudden influx 
into rural areas, though she might 
be sustained, perhaps. far into the 
future by an influx of young coun
try folk, bringing their truths and 
traditions with them, into the 
cities. 

A census taken at a large mid
western State university a few years 
ago among others reached this con
clusion: there were more sons and 
daughters of salesmen enrolled than 
of any other profession, and trail
ing by a very small margin was the 
total number of the sons and 
daughters of farmers enrolled. I 
think it may be said that two dec
ades or even one decade ago the 
"farm" element was much less 
prominent. Because of habits of 
work and character and personal
ity, according to other statistics. 
the farm boy has a better chance 
of realizing a wholesome measure 
of success, other things being equal. 
than any other. Now in realizing 
this measure of success, he shall not 
be back on the farm, but some
where in our great city system 
where citizens are ceasing to be 
citizens. 

One might almost draw the ana
logy that since the mountain 
refused to come to Mohammed, 
Mohammed found it necessary to 
go to the mountain. 

Whatever it is of a saving ele
ment that the country boy brings 
with him, it is something almost 
indefinable apart from him because 

it is so much a part of him. 
is precisely why it is a saving 
ment: being so much a part 
him, it preserves itself before 
serving anything else. 

It amounts to saying that 
is something unique about 
barefoot boy from the 
who has put on his shoes and 
in out of the open spaces-not 
much in the sense of 
coming in out of the rain as ~Vllle-lII1~ l~i:l"Ll 
body going out into the rain. 

Uniqueness rather defies 
fication. It is presumably possible., 
however, to speak of it here . 
terms of the characteristics 
make the country boy what he 
in distinction to others. Hypotheti
cally, these are essentially three. 
First of all, he is natural-. natural 
because he is something of a natur
alist. Whatever else he may be this 
is at the bottom of it, because at 
bottom he is what he is in that 
wholesome manner of not striving 
to appear more than he is. It is 
part of his tradition to be natural 
-a tradition which he shares with 
a hundred Boones and Lincolns. 
Perhaps that is also the reason why 
the annals of time's honored fra-
ternity are crowded with his kind. 
It is like saying that no matter 1,_. 
where he eventually takes his place 
among bigger or smaller circles he 
will never give the nauseating effect 
that he is affected. 

Secondly, he is optimistic. Whe~ 
a man is natural he will immedI
ately be something more, as an 
acorn is immediately more than an 
acorn by being potentially an o~k. 
By this time he is, in fact. qUIte 
a sturdy oak because he has had 
to learn to stand alone. Precisely 
for the reason that he can stand 
alone can he afford to be optimis
tic. Of course, there is more to 
optimism than that-nor. d? .1 
mean to say' that to be optimistiC 
you have to be a boy from t~e 
country. What I mean to say IS 
that it is not very likely that a boy 
from the country would be any
thing else. 
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It all started back down there 
the farm when he first learned 
simple truth that to grow pota
he had to plant potatoes; and 
to grow good potatoes he had 

till and cultivate and weed
sometimes even go so far as to 

for rain. Despite all that, if 
. yielded not and his crop 

he'd heard his Dad say, "I 
we get a crop next year." 

Lastly, he is something of a phi
-a philosopher who has 
a very solid, real and nat-

philosophy. I think he scarce 
escape it with so much soli

in the fields of nature forced 
him amid growing, sentient 
asking for explanation. And 

suspect that it stays with him 
in the city for he has learned 

be neither afraid nor bored by 
alone. 

Primarily and paramountly 
he discovered anything else 

the farm he discovered some
great and good behind every
he saw. That was the begin

of his philosophy. Maybe you 
it by some other name than he 

"''',~IS MAIL ••• 

" . . . Even though the M ani-. 
on Rural Life has been on the 
t for some time, the complex 

of impressing upon the public 
various ideas contained within 
pages still awaits the Confer

These soberly worded truths 
be dramatized, illustrated, 
out of the rather abstract 

with which any gen
principles are of necessity 

associated. . 
As a means to this end I have 

thought of an Honor Roll of rural 
parishes. Such an honor roll would 
not be an invidious thing, selecting 

does, or maybe you cannot even 
see it, but to him it always remains 
that great and glorious discovery 
that is God. Maybe, too, he can
not quite explain why he puts Him 
behind and above everything else, 
but the point is that he has found 
Him and that is where he puts 
Him. Nor can he be convinced to 
hang life's chain on a smaller peg. 
A thousand times, before he even 
shaved for the first time, he has 
watched God light the lamp in the 
red of dawn and blow it out again 
in the gray of evening. His eyes 
have glowed with the beauty of 
the sunset and his mind travelled 
far beyond. He is the same man 
whom you can see in the city stop
ping between buildings to rest his 
eyes on a few feet of the milky 
way-not so much to see the stars 
as to let the spirit soar. . 

He is still the same man in the 
city who loves flowers and trees 
and birds because God has given . 
them for him to love. He is still 
the same man who marvels at the 
cycle of nature from seed to root 
to blossom to fruit and to seed 
again. He is still the same man who 

some for praise and dthe·rs for 
blame according to a rigid code; 
but wo~ld rather be somelthing 
instructive and inspirational. Were 
a book, for instance, gotten out 
somewhat similar to an automobile 
guidebook, with road maps and 
index, showing where and how in 
every part of the Union where our 
Movement has penetrated, it 
would be possible to find parishes 
where one or the other of the great 
rural-life principles has been set 
into motion, motorists and other 
travelers might be tempted to visit 
these places to glean practical 
information and encouragement. 

The plan of the Honor Roll 
would not be so much to list ideal 
parishes-though space would be 
given to that as well-as to list 
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sees what he sees, because he sees: 
more than he sees and because he 
is a philosopher. And with it all 
begins to unravel that tangled 
thread of truth that he is some
thing like a flower only more than 
a flower because he understands 
something of the flower and the 
thought consoles him that when 
his own cycle shall slip into winter 
he shall understand more fully 
because it was given him more 
full y to understand. 

And I venture to say that as the 
first boy was undoubtedly a boy 
from the country, so shall the last 
be, because, when someday in a far 
off tomorrow and in a vast waste. 
great cities shall lie stagnant or in 
ruins, he will save what is left; or 
perhaps he will take his great
great-grandfather's plow and turn 
the stubborn, conservative earth to 
build a new city-until there shall 
be need for cities no longer. That 
is his heritage-the heritage George 
Bernard Shaw compliments by his 
abuse and Chesterton praises by 
calling it the truths and traditions 
of salvation. 

striking examples of various types 
of accomplishment, some of which 
might be found in one place, others 
in another. Such, for instance, 
might well be any of the follow
ing: parish cooperatives and 
Credit Unions; successful family 
farms, with intelligent Catholic 
farmers to explain their operation 
to the city man; parishes where 
4-H has succeeded under Catholic 
auspices; specimens of excellent 
rubrical architecture of rural 
churches; parishes where the peo
ple participate in the singing of the 
Mass and so illustrate the Church's 
liturgical spirit; examples of clas
sic part-time farming solutions and' 
housing projects, like Granger; 
priests who are taking wide part 
in public affairs and can give infor-
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.:mation thereon; Catholic Master 
Farmers or Future Farmers; Cath
dic rural high schools with rurall y 
adapted curricula; diltto for ele
mentary schools; special types of 
rural training under Catholic aus
pices; intelligent Catholic laymen 
in key rural-life positions, e.g., 
.county agents; old historical Cath
olic rural settlements, as in Mis
souri, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, etc.; unique communi
ties; Catholic work for rural 
Negroes (alas, not many pages will 
be filled with these; but those that 
exist are most interesting). 

Naturally, the home-mission 
,element would also enter in as well 
as the catechetical. Places would be 
listed which are outposts of the 
home apostolate and where con
versions are being made or are con
vert communities. 

The chief emphasis, however, 
would be laid upon those parishes 

where, through the influence of the 
Church and the cooperation of the 
pastor, the grievous economic prob
lems are being solved in a truly 
Catholic spirit, as well as upon 
those places where a real Catholic 
synthesis of home and church life 
is demonstrated. Stress, too, would 
be laid upon personalities: people 
interesting to meet, who will will
ingly explain. 

It might be possible to devise in 
connection with the handbook a 
sort of traveling card, which could 
be issued to subscribers and signed 
by an official of the N. C. R. L. C. 
Then, the traveler presenting this 
card to the priest or other person 
in charge at these various points 
of interest would need no further 
introduction. 

Thus, rural-minded Catholics 
or actual rural Catholics would 
become acquainted with one 

another over the whole COuntry 
while it would afford to city 
pIe a much-desired and now 
ing opportunity to 
behind the veil of country life 
see the working of its 

If the plan succeeds 
United States, it might be 
ultimately on an . 
scale. Could we not list a Qlt:ector1J'!I~ 
of foreign persons and agencies, 
like the British and Irish societies 

'the Jaciste organizations in Bel~ 
gium, France and Switzerland, 
etc.; not to speak of Canada 
at home? 

This, of course, if and when 
the present distress is over. Must 
,we not come to know our rural
life brethren over the world? But 
no group is harder to contact, at 
home or abroad, for none are less 
conspicuous or more cautious In 

meeting strangers. . . " 

A~RI(ULTURE AND THE WORLD (RISIS 

'THE quest for unity is a deep 
, and elemental urge of human 
nature. It is the ultimate cause 
of revolution, yet it has brought 
men back, in the last few years, 
to recal1 the need of social institu
tions from which for a time, at 
least, they believed they could dis
pense themselves. 

The family, manual labor, the 
-cultivation and the inhabitation of 
the soil, discipline in the home and 
in education, cooperation between 
private owners, producers or con-

Editor, America, national Catholic 
'weekly. 
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sumers, collaboration or organic 
relations between the various parts 
of industrial or o:ther economic 
units-all those things for which 
the Catholic Rural Life movement 
has been contending all these long 
years have been coming back into 
recognition. 

Home production, as opposed to 
indiscriminate mass production 
even of simple and ordinary neces
sities; together with wide distribu
tion of property, have come to the 
fore of late through the Decentral
ist movement in Great Britain and 
America. 

When the National Catholic 
Rural Life Conference was first 
founded, few could have antici
pated such a return to reality. If 
we analyze the restoration, we 
find that underlying it is the sense 

that order must be a part of unity. 
The total breakdown of the pro
letarian or socialistic movement for 
unity opened men's eyes to the fact 
that unity in human affairs was 
not just something which could be 
manufactured by piling units upon 
units, as we pile bricks upon 
bricks. Unity has not only an ex
istence, it has a being, a structure. 
It does not merely happen, but it 
is born and develops as a living 
thing. It has its own laws, intri
cate and marvelous like the laws of 
the human body. Parts depend 
upon parts and members depend 
upon the head. There is a living 
interplay of forces and network of 
responsibilities. 

In a word, unity, to be true 
unity, must be an organism, it 
rrq.lst be organic unity. There m~st 
be diversity, authority and vaned 
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responsibility along with equality 
brotherhood. 

We all know the confusion that 
caused in the minds of believ
Christians when the cause of 

and free institutions was 
I passlOIllately espoused by men who 

"II'j,[dU:U God and religion and sought 
destroy Christianity under the 

"'1ltlTll1<1.0 of defending freedom. Today 
new danger is added to the old. 

cause of unity, order and sta
is likewise espoused by men 

are hostile to Christianity or 
closely allied to systems which 

the Christian religion. The 
Church has fought for the family, 

rural life, for the dignity of 
labor, for stability, order 

authority against the dissolv
It ing influence of the modern State, 
it which educates men away from all 
s these things. She has fought for 
11 them against the irreligious move-

ments of the times, which 
demanded that all these forms and 
institutions should be done away 
with and nothing should come 
between the millions of absolutely 
equalized individuals and the 
almighty, centralized expression of 
the collective will. 

The new totalitarian systems 
still exert their power as the 
almighty, centralized expression of 
the collective will. But they wish 

restore, or claim that they wish 
to restore, all the intermediaries 
between the individual and that 
central authority. All that the ear-

revolutions sought to sweep 
away they wish to restore, in the 
name of national or racial unity. 
They find man simply cannot con
tinue to exist, much less to pro
gress or to defend himself, unless 
he preserves intact the family, as 
the source of population, the prac
tice of manual toil, the cooperative 
and corporative system in his econ
omy, the proper hierarchy of 
authority and order. It sees that 

urban-centered civilization can 
expect to survive. No longer can 
we ignore the claims of the family, 
the deep rumblings of an ever
increasing depopulation, the vital 

importance of a family economy, 
the need of organic collaboration 
between all economic factors at 
home and abroad. We recognize 
this as we have also learned that 
no nation can endure which grinds 
down the worker and denies his 
rights. Voices within the Church 
contribute to this awakening but 
voices from without the Church 
are contributing to it as well. We 
who for years have breasted a 
world tide begin to find the tide 
turning and we welcome the turn. 

This, however, is not a matter 
for unmixed rejoicing. We wel
come the fact that some grievous 
illusions have been dispelled, but 
we still recognize the drive for 
unity which has swept away these 
illusions can likewise impose a new 
slavery which, in turn, will lead 
to further destruction of our social 
institutions. 

The question, therefore, before 
us is not just the simple matter of 
judging in favor of rural life and 
all that it represents in the 
way of family economy, decen
tralization, social unity, organic 
social and political structure, and 
so on. We are confronted by some
thing much deeper and more fun
damental; upon what shall this 
return to social unity and to the 
realities of man's existence be 
founded? It cannot be founded 
upon a new type of collectivism, a 
Fascist or Nazi collectivism to take 
the place of the old. We cannot 
suffer the prophets of the new 
order to steal our newly restored 
social institutions and make them 
the handmaids of a socialized state. 

Shall we restore rural life and 
then discover that our farms are 
merely to supply food for a preda
tory government? Shall we too 
bring back the family to its proper 
physical and social surroundings 
and then discover its children are 
to be raised to furnish material for 
wars of conquest or to work for 
the enrichment of dictators? 

Shall we wake from the night
mare of disunity and separation 
into the happy vision of unity, 
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CONFERENCE CREED 
Bishop Ryan's statement sums 

up in twelve brief paragraphs the 
credo of the Conference. Declaring 
that "the rural problem is the crux 
of the social and economic prob
lems of the Nation," the statement 
bespeaks for agriculture the inter
est of the entire Nation. 

The Conference, says Bishop 
Ryan, holds that "the countryside 
offers the best opportunity for 
wholesome family life and for the 
nurturing of Christian virtue," in 
contrast to industrial life in the 
city, "the graveyard of the family." 

The Conference "believes in wide
spread ownership of the land as the 
basis of security and independence." 
... It believes in "family-size own
er-operated farms," opposes "large
scale mechanized farming," which 
results in the ,destruction of our 
most important natural resource, 
the land." 

The Conference says "a special 
effort should be made to retain our 
more promising youths upon the 
land" and to that end calls for 
"raising the economic and cultural 
status of farm groups," adjusting 
of education to fit rural needs, pro
motion of "rightly organized coop
eratives" and development of a 
"wholes.ome rural life founded basi
cally upon religion." 

A most important paragraph of 
Bisbop Ryan's statement deals with 
Government intervention to help 
the farmer, the need and value of 
which the Conference recognizes. 
But, continues the statement, "at 
the same time we recognize the lim
itations of Government help. There 
is a tendency on the part of the 
farming group to rely too much on 
the Governmcnt. The Conference 
maintains that if the farmer is ever 
to get out ·of his difficulties, he must 
go out on his own power. While 
some assistance is nee,ded from 
Government, cooperation and edu
cation are the chief instruments to 
be used by the farmer in arriving 
a,t a condition of security and in
dependence." 

That the principles for which the 
Conference was. organized are find
ing increasingly respectful atten
tion is indicated anew by the fact 
that the Farm Security Administra
tion of the U.S. Department of Ag
riculture went to consi.derable ex
pense to reproduce and distribute 
copies of the radio address the Most 
Rev. Vincent J. Ryan, Bishon of 
Bismarck and president of the Con
ference, broadcast on the National 
Farm and Home Hour on Oct. 2. 

& 
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only to find that this unity itself 
is but an illusion, that the only 
unifying force it possesses is the 
will of a dominant majority, who 
hold down by force all those 
whom they conceive to be natural
born slaves? 

If we do this, we shall destroy 
with the one hand the harvest that 
we have sown with the other. A 

brief and illusory unity and sta
bility shall have been gained at the 
expense of human liberty. Our 
flight from one type of idol will 
have thrown us into the arms of 
another Moloch, quite akin to him 
whom we first abhorred. In the 
end all that we once possessed shall 
have perished, our order and unity 
quite as well as our liberty and 
natural rights. 

There is only one answer to 
such a query. Our program of rural 
restoration, with its concomitants 
of unity, stability and organic 
decentralization, must be founded 
upon the sole rock UDon which 
any society may be b~ilt in our 
days. In accordance with the ear
nest and solemn teaching of our 
Holy Father, Pope Pius XII, it 
must acknowledge a universal 
norm of reality-above all govern
ments, above all private or corpo
rate interests, above all allegiances 
of section or race; and it must 
accord full recognition to the ade
quate concept of the human person 
as taught by our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ. 

Thus, and thus alone, can the 
extremes in human society be har
m011lized in one constructive 
whole: liberty and authority, 
order and freedom, progress and 
tradition, discipline and self-
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expression; unity and diversity of 
persons, peoples and ideas. 

The problem that will increas
ingly confront the world is how 
to keep an organic society against 
the terriffic pressure of the revolu
tionary State, such a State which 
organizes a society after its own 
liking yet sets nation against 
nation and race against race. In the 
words of Alfred Rosenberg, 
prophet of National Socialism, the 
new State is like a sponge, absorb
ing everything. 

The resistance to this pressure 
will come not from the govern
ments and political parties, not 
from the wealthy and their special 
interests. It will come· from the 
millions of the poor and the hum
ble who will build up their own 
economy from the very soil which 
they till. 

The task of preserving our 
democracy rests upon the Rural
Life movement in the United 
States because it is precisely in the 
field of all those things for which 
the Rural-Life movement stands
family life, organic unity of soci
ety-that the subtlest attacks upon 
democracy will be made in our 
time. 

Democracy will be saved, 
human unity achieved, not by the 
government which lavishes most 
material benefits nor by the crea
tion of the most successful farm
ers, but by the government which 
pays homage to God's law above 
all human institutions and by the 
farmer who can see beyond his 
own immediate, material interest 
to the good of every single human 
being with whom he can possibly 
come into relationship. 

The wall of defense that lies 
between our social institutions and 
the slavery, the moral degradation. 
the total ruin which red and 
brown Bolshevism bring in their 
wake is not the wealth of th~ 
nation nor the scientific ingenuity 
of our professional agriculturists. 
The Nation's wealth is a previOl~s 
gift from God and the skill of Oll! 

scientists and our economists is an 

instrument to be proud of. But the 
wealth can be squandered and the 
knowledge made the tool of evil 
schemes. Our wall of defense is the 
charity and wisdom of men Who 
put the love of Christ and of all 
men without exception in Christ 
before all gain or merely personal 
considerations. Such men may own 
no ready formula for bettering 
their own earthly condition but 
they possess the secret for bettering 
the condition in time and in eter
nity of the generations to come. 

Did the building of human 
unity depend on man's generosity 
alone, we should be discouraged. 
But it does not so depend. Beneath 
all the calamities of the time is 
the tranquil unfolding through the 
ages of the eternal mystery in 
Christ, which is forever pushing 
mankind on despite ourselves to 
the goal of Christ's Kingdom of 
justice, holiness, peace and love. 
Our task is to measure up in some 
fashion to the greatness of man's 
age but of the age of God; and God 
follows no clock or calendar, He 
knows no human tempo and is 
ruled by no earthly boundaries. 

If the Catholic Rural Life Con
ference can see, as has long been its 
goal, ten thousand rural parishes 
in this Nation with Christ's love 
as their bond and Christ's Person 
as their leader, there will be no 
crisis, national or international, for 
the United States of America. 
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URRENT LITERATURE 
ILLE: ITS HISTORY 

ITS PEOPLE 

Rev. Arthur A. Halbach. Mil
: St. Joseph Press. Pp. xiv-

This is a useful book. We hear 
uch today about strengthening 

the Church in the countryside. 
This volume, a thorough history 

one of the most outstanding 
parishes of the United States, 

ws how our present rural 
Church rose from lits first 'tiny 

innings. It contains an abun
of information for those 

are genuinely interested in the 
further development of the rural 
Church today. 

There are three parts to the vol
ume. The first records the general 
development of the Dyersville 
(Iowa) area. The second gives the 
h1~t{'\r'" of the St. Francis parish in 

town. The third is devoted to 
the pioneer families. 

A brief biography of approxi
mately three hundred families is 
given. This is a particularly unique 
feature of the book. The author 
points out that, by the pioneer 

. he means those who came 
to the Dyersville area before 1870 

were members of the St. Fran
parish at least for some time, 

and a number of persons who were 
born at Dyersville before 1860. 

The parish history is built 
around the pastors who served it. 
Short biographies of all assistant 
pastors and of all sons or daughters 
of the parish called to the priest
hood or religious life are also 
included in the book. 

Pioneers, we know, leave few 
Preoccupied with blazing 

, building homes, and wrest-
a living from the soil, they 

little time for chronicling 
1IL"1To";1",, Yet Father Halbach has 

together a truly amazing 
of facts. He spent three years 

. y gathering his mate
from every possible source. 

It was the reviewer's privilege to 
'te the introduction to the vo1-

ume. As he has often urged the 
writing of the histories of our rural 
parishes, he now gladly points to 
this excellent volume, Dyersville: 
Its History and Its People, as an 
example to guide thOse who may 
be minded to set their hands to 
such a task. 

. EDGAR SCHMIEDELER, O.S.B. 

• 
SEVEN LEAN YEARS 
By Woofter and Winston. Chapel 
Hill, University of North Carolina 
Press. $1.50. 

This book concerns itself with 
the poverty and the insecurity of 
so many living on the farm, par
ticularly in the dust bowl. drouth 
areas, and distrliGts such as the 
Ozarks. One wishes that the book 
were not true, or at least that there 
was promise of seven fat years to 
follow. 

• 
DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE 
IN RURAL LIFE 
Proceedings of the Twenty-First 
American Country Life Conference. 
University of Chicago Press. $2.00. 

Papers by outstanding rural 
leaders under four general head
ings: People on Low -Income 
Farms; People on Poor Lands; 
Tenants and Share Croppers; The 
National Rural Home Conference. 

• 
SCOUTING FOR 
RURAL SCOUTS 

Boy Scouts of America, 2 Park Ave., 
New York. 

A masterly piece of work 
designed specifically for rural scout 
leaders. 

• 
FARMERS OF TOMORROW 

By Rev. Urban Baer. Monroe Pub
lishing Co., Sparta, Wisconsin. 

An ardent hard-working rural
ist gathers a wealth of material in 
his valuable diagnosis of the ills 
of agriculture. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 

Mention of books received does 
not preclude more extensive notice 
later. 

WHAT IS CORPORATIVE 
ORGANIZATION 

By Richard Ares, S.J. st. Louis, 
Central Bureau Press, 3835 West
minster Place. $.50. 

YOUTH SERVES THE 
COMMUNITY 

D. Appleton-Century Co., 
1936; pp. 303. 

Kolb. J. H. and Brunner. 
A STUDY OF RURAL SO
CIETY 

Houghton Mifflin Co., 
1935; pp. 642. 

Michel. Virgil 
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL 
RECONSTRUCTION 

The Bruce Publishing Co., 
1937; pp. 137. 

Patten. Marjorie 
THE ARTS WORKSHOP OF 
RURAL AMERICA 

Columbia University Press; 
1937; pp. 202. 

Schmiedeler. Edgar 
AN INTRODUCTORY 
STUDY OF THE FAMILY 

The Century Co .. 1930; pp. 
384. 

A BETTER RURAL LIFE 
Joseph F. Wagner. Inc., 
1938; pp. 304. 

Sorokin, Pitirim and Zimmer-
man, Carle C. . 

PRINCIPLES OF R URAL
URBAN SOCIOLOGY 

Henry Holt and Co., 192 9 ; 
pp. 652. 

Tawney, R. H. 
RELIGION AND THE RISE 
OF CAPITALISM 

Harcourt. Brace and Co., 
pp. 337. 

Warbasse. James Peter 
COOPERATIVE 
DEMOCRACY 

Harper and Brothers. 1936: 
pp. 285. 
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Any solution to Catholic rural 
problel1zs must be based upon 
the fundamentals presented in 

'MANIFESTO 
ON 

RURAL LIFE 
National Catholic Rural Life Conference 

Be sure to read this official statement of th~ 
National Catholic Rural Life Conferenc~ 
for the first succinct and orderly presenta·
tion of the principles and policies of Catho
lic Rural Life. 

Cloth, $1.50; Paper, $1.00 

THE BRUCE PUBLISHING CO. 
2.3GZ :..llontgoluer,y Bldg. lULWAUIiEE, WIi!. 

NOVEMBER 1940 

City Slickers and Dumb Farmers 
-in which both phrases are thoroughlv 
exploded by Prof. Emerson Hynes of S~. 
John's University, Collegeville, Minn. 
32 pages, attractive cover, convenient 
"vest-pocket" size. 

Farm-Family-Prosperity 
32 pages, profusely illustrated, showing 
the right and the wrong way of farm
ing. as a vocation and a way of life. 
Edited by Prof. Emerson Hynes, St. 
John's University, Collegeville, Minn. 

500 

Single copies-l0c. each . 
12- 49 copies- 8c each ' 
50- 99 copies- 7c each 

100-499 copies- 6c each 
or more copies- 5c each 

Order from 

WANDERER PRINTING CO. 
128 E. Tenth St. ST. PAUL, MINN. 

SAINT MARY'S 
NOTRE DAME 

LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN 
Fully Accredited 

Confers B.A., B.S.. B.~I. degrees. Cultural and vocational 
courses. Ar1", commeree, eclucation, home E'conomics, jourllal
ism, music. nursing, social sciellc('s, speech. All sports, 
including riding, archery, tennis. Spacious campus. Ull<l~r 
direction 0:IJ Sisters of the Holy Cross. Catalogue on requ~st. 

BOX 109, SAINT .l\IAltY'S COLLEGE, NOTRE DAl\rE, 
HOLY CROSS, INDIANA. 

JUST OUT! 

"THE STORY OF FRIENDSHIP HOUSE" 
By BARONESS CATHERINE DE HUECK 

Giving the story of a magnificent piece of Catholic 
Action, begun in Canada, and transferred to Harlem. 

25c per copy postpaid 
Flntire proceeds fron> this booklet devoted to tlle con
tinuation and extension of this work. 

Address orders to 
FRIENDSHIP HOUSE 

48 'V. 138th St., Apt. 8 C, NEW YORR CITY 
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